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Introduction 
This report is the final task of the Kansas Statewide Transportation Operations & Management 
Center (TOMC) Study.  The purpose of this report is to provide a detailed implementation plan 
that the State of Kansas can use to begin the process of creating a Statewide TOMC.  The 
report will include the detailed requirements and recommendations for the selected TOMC 
concept, including functionality, communication, staffing, partner agencies, location, and facility 
needs.  The report will also include recommended strategies for the implementation of a 
Statewide TOMC and projected timelines for deployment in Kansas. 
 
Throughout the study process, various terms for the TOMC concepts under consideration have 
been used to distinguish between them.  With the selection of the Virtual/Hybrid TOMC concept 
as the preferred concept for a Kansas Statewide TOMC, the Virtual/Hybrid title will be 
eliminated in this report except where needed for purposes of distinguishing between various 
concepts.  Where Statewide TOMC is referred to, it should be taken to mean the Virtual/Hybrid 
concept from this point forward. 
 
This report is divided into several sections for convenience of the reader.  Section 1 is an 
Executive Summary that can be used for briefing executive staff or lawmakers.  Sections 2 
through 4 are background information and a summary of the major steps in the study.  Sections 
5 through 9 present the functionality, implementation plan, needs, costs, and timeline for the 
Statewide TOMC. 
 
This study was conducted and the reports produced by the ITS Unit of the KDOT Bureau of 
Transportation Planning with assistance from contract consultant staff between April 2004 and 
September 2005. 
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1 Executive Summary 
 
In 2002, the Kansas Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) Steering Committee approved 
funding for a study of the need for a Statewide Transportation Operations & Management 
Center (TOMC) in Kansas.  As part of that study, KDOT was to determine the following: 
 

• What is the Best Operational TOMC Concept for Kansas? 
• Who will KDOT’s Partners be in the Center? 
• Where would a TOMC be Located? 
• What Functionality will the TOMC Have? 
• How will the TOMC Interface with Other Agencies and Systems? 
• How will it be Staffed? 
• What is the Potential Cost to Kansas? 
• What are the Benefits? 

 
In April 2004, the Statewide Transportation Operations and Management Center Study began 
with the selection of a consulting firm to assist the KDOT ITS Unit in developing the answers to 
the above questions. 
 
The Kansas Statewide TOMC Study process has included the development of four alternative 
TOMC concepts of operation that were presented to over 150 stakeholders during a series of 
workshops and interviews held in the summer of 2004.  The four concepts were as follows: 
 

 Centralized Statewide TOMC – One centrally located physical facility, possibly co-
located with law enforcement or emergency management and staffed by KDOT 
personnel.  This TOMC would have control of operations statewide. 

 
 Distributed TOMC – Each District would have a small TOMC located either at the District 

office or nearby where operations management could be conducted within the District 
boundaries. 

 
 Virtual TOMC – This concept involves the use of a desktop networked application that 

will provide all of the capabilities of a typical operations center console, but accessible 
from any PC connected to the state network with appropriate software and permissions. 

 
 Hybrid Combination – This concept is a mix of features from the above concepts. 

 
From this stakeholder process, a concept for the Statewide TOMC emerged.  The use of a 
virtual type of TOMC that was PC based and did not necessarily require a dedicated operations 
facility was the preferred concept.  In addition, stakeholders wanted to be able to access the 
TOMC software and control ITS field elements from any workstation, remotely outside of KDOT, 
and through partner agency networks.  The Hybrid-Virtual TOMC Concept was the consensus 
selection of the Stakeholders and the Project Steering Committee.  Based on that selection, the 
Project Team developed a Concept of Operations for the Hybrid-Virtual TOMC concept.  That 
concept was then presented back to the stakeholders for acceptance and additional comments. 
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The final phase of the project was to develop an implementation plan for the Statewide TOMC 
concept.  This implementation plan addresses the TOMC development process, staffing, 
software options, hardware requirements, communication requirements, and costs for 
deployment.  In addition to recommendations related to the TOMC deployment, the Project 
Team collected additional needs based on stakeholder input that are noted as process 
improvements.  
 
One of the key recommendations on the Statewide TOMC Study is to implement a TOMC Pilot 
Test project in two of KDOT’s Districts in order to act as a proof-of-concept for the TOMC 
application.  The two Districts selected should already have or plan to have an array of ITS field 
elements deployed that will allow for the full TOMC application to be utilized.  A heavily used 
corridor with both incident and weather related events that dramatically affect traffic should be 
considered when selecting the test locations.  Beyond the two Districts, KDOT Headquarters, 
along with the Kansas Highway patrol and the Kansas Division of Emergency Management, 
should be involved in the Pilot Test. 
 
A staffing requirements analysis was done as part of the implementation plan and it was 
determined that It will not be necessary to provide for full-time positions for the TOMC 
application in the Districts or KDOT Headquarters.  Based on the duties of the TOMC operators 
and system administrators in each District, KDOT Computer Services, KDOT Headquarters, and 
Partner Agencies, only a fraction of a full-time equivalent will be needed for operations.  This will 
require that TOMC duties be assigned to existing personnel or new personnel who will have 
other duties within the agency.  This has the positive impact of reducing overall staffing costs, 
but it can also be difficult to have a function such as TOMC operations be a part-time 
assignment due to variability in the need for operations activities.  
 
The TOMC software application can either be a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) application, 
freeware from another agency, modification of existing KDOT applications, or a customized 
software package.  KDOT currently owns the rights to deploy the Scout software in Kansas, but 
this may involve extensive custom adaptation to meet the functional requirements of the TOMC.  
The recommended approach is to select a COTS application with minor customization based on 
the needs of Kansas.  Hardware requirements will include three servers for application hosting 
and communications in a centralized location, preferably KDOT Computer Services for ease of 
maintenance.  Workstations will also be required for each District as well as KDOT 
Headquarters and Partner Agency offices. 
 
The costs associated with TOMC implementation is going to be significant and will require 
funding beyond what can be provided currently by the ITS Set-Aside Fund.  The Partner 
Agencies may need to provide additional support funding for a Statewide TOMC.  The projected 
cost for implementation of the Statewide TOMC Pilot Test project in two Districts is $1.4 million 
for software, hardware, staffing, communications and an evaluation of the TOMC Pilot Test.  In 
order to fully implement the TOMC concept statewide, after a Pilot Test, the expected additional 
cost is $1.2 million with annual operations and maintenance costs of just over $400,000 per 
year expected.  It should be noted that these costs include staffing and communication 
infrastructure deployment, but not ITS field element deployment costs.  Staffing costs may be 
excluded by KDOT and the communications infrastructure costs may be included in other ITS 
projects.  Costs are in FY 2006 dollars. 
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The projected timeline for implementation of the TOMC Pilot Test is between FY 2008 and FY 
2010.  FY 2008 is the first year that funding will be available through the ITS Set-Aside Fund 
and the Pilot Test should run for at least two years.  After evaluation, expansion of the TOMC 
concept to other Districts will need to be determined.  Subsequent to the development of this 
report, KDOT is considering acceleration of the TOMC Pilot Test.  A funding request has been 
submitted that will allow a TOMC Pilot Test to take place in FY 2006. 
 
Additional study recommendations include a process improvement to make contacting KDOT 
District personnel after hours easier for KDOT partners.  This issue was raised repeatedly in 
Stakeholder meetings throughout the state and should be considered as a key issue in the 
improvement of KDOT operations overall.  The Project Steering Committee also recommended 
that an ITS deployment plan be developed for Kansas to guide the state on how future ITS field 
devices will be implemented both in urban as well as rural areas.  Site selection criteria should 
be established and funding availability considered. 
 
Overall, the study did well involving multiple Stakeholders from both within and outside KDOT, 
especially major partners such as KDEM and KHP.  The TOMC concept selected was by far the 
preferred concept of the Stakeholder group.  Implementation costs are going to be significant, 
but much less than that of a dedicated Statewide TOMC facility.  The Pilot Test 
recommendation will limit KDOT and their Partner Agency’s investment in the TOMC concept 
and allow them to work through operational issues before expanding the TOMC concept across 
the state.  Staffing will still be a need and needs to be addressed early by the parties involved in 
the Pilot Test.   
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2 Background 
 
Kansas Department of Transportation Mission and Vision 
 
KDOT has developed mission and vision statements that are very short and to the point.  They 
are: 

Mission: 
To provide a statewide transportation system to meet the needs of Kansas. 

Vision: 
KDOT-The best in everything we do.  

With these two statements in mind, KDOT is continually improving the way it conducts 
transportation operations in Kansas.  As part of those efforts, KDOT has moved forward with the 
study of the need for a transportation operations and management center in Kansas that will 
assist them in meeting the needs of Kansas and striving to be the best at what they do. 
 
In June of 2000, the Kansas Statewide ITS Plan detailed the need for a Statewide Traffic 
Operations Center in Kansas.  It was noted as a high priority project that was to be implemented 
within the next 5 years.  With the July 2002 update to the Kansas Statewide ITS Plan, no 
progress had been made on the implementation of a Statewide Traffic Operations Center.  It 
was denoted in the Near-Term Project Deployment list as the Statewide Operations Center, 
Phase 1 (Study) and described as follows: 
 

Statewide Traffic Operations Center – A statewide traffic operations center 
(TOC) would greatly enhance the integration and interoperability of the numerous 
existing deployments and ongoing initiatives. This “center” would not necessarily 
require a physical location, but instead, it is likely that the TOC would be 
developed as a distributed or virtual center collecting and disseminating 
information from ITS deployments throughout the State. The first priority in 
establishing a statewide operations center would be linking with existing traffic 
operations centers – Kansas City Scout, Wichita’s ATMS, and commercial 
vehicle operations – and integrating data from the network of RWIS weather 
stations. The data warehousing (data archiving) functions of the statewide TOC 
would serve as a critical enabling infrastructure for other near-term initiatives, 
including Incident Management, Advanced Travel Information Services, Corridor, 
and Homeland Security Initiatives. 

 
In 2002, the Kansas ITS Steering Committee approved $200,000 in funding for the study of the 
need for a Statewide Traffic Operations Center.  With that approval, the process to engage a 
consulting firm to assist KDOT with the study was begun.  In April of 2004, KDOT contracted 
with a private firm to assist with the Kansas Statewide Transportation and Operations 
Management Center (TOMC) Study.  Over the next 15 months, KDOT ITS Unit staff and 
consultant staff engaged multiple stakeholders across the state, both internal and external in an 
effort to determine the functionality necessary in a TOMC and operational concept that would 
best enhance current transportation operations in Kansas.   
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Previous reports have detailed the process the Project Team undertook to determine that 
functionality and concept of operations.  The selected concept is one that allows for a software 
based operations center solution to be utilized without the necessity of a physical center.  This 
concept best met needs expressed to maintain local control of ITS applications and cooperation 
with emergency services while still allowing for a statewide, high-level perspective on operations 
in Kansas and control of ITS devices.  The final step in the study is to develop an 
implementation plan for that concept.  The Project Team has gathered input from multiple 
sources on the best way to implement the Statewide TOMC Concept.  This report is the result of 
those efforts.   
 

2.1 Statewide TOMC – Vision 
The Statewide TOMC Study began with a vision for what the TOMC should accomplish 
when it is implemented in Kansas.  Prior to that, the KDOT ITS Unit developed a vision 
statement for the entire Kansas ITS Program.  Both of those visions are presented 
below. 
 
Statewide ITS Vision: The overall vision for ITS in Kansas is that ITS will be an open, 
integrated and cost effective system that is safe and efficient to assist movement of 
people and goods across Kansas through the use of advanced technologies and 
management strategies.  

  
Kansas Statewide TOMC Vision: With minimal impact on State of Kansas human 
resources and organizational structure, improve statewide operations capabilities to 
support interagency communication and cooperation for incident and emergency 
response and to support the State’s mission to provide a statewide transportation 
system to meet the needs of Kansas. 

 
2.2 Statewide TOMC Goals and Objectives 
The purpose of a Statewide TOMC is to create an environment within Kansas that will 
allow for immediate and real-time transportation system operation from both the local 
level as well as at a statewide level.  This environment will allow for faster response to 
emergencies and weather related incidents and provide better quality information to the 
users of the transportation network in Kansas. 

 
More specifically, the Statewide TOMC is intended to meet the following needs as 
determined through stakeholder interviews early in the study: 

 
Need 1 – Improve Incoming Communication with KDOT   

There are a variety of agencies that need to obtain KDOT services.  The TOMC should 
make it easier for outside agencies to contact the right person in KDOT on the first try 
every time.  Occasionally KDOT is needed after normal working hours and 
weekends/holidays.  Agencies expressing this need include: 

 
 KHP Salina Central Dispatch 
 Kansas Department of Emergency Management (KDEM) 
 County Sheriffs and Emergency Managers 
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Need 2 – Improve Traveler Information Collection  

Travelers do not have access to road information that is consistent and timely.  The 
solution to this lack of information is to collect information as close to the source of the 
problem as possible using real-time data entry systems such as mobile data terminals 
and wireless devices.   Existing and new information topics include: 
 

 Weather-related road conditions, warnings, closures 
 Work zones, restrictions, detours 
 Incidents, restrictions, detours, delays 
 Evacuation routing 
 Urban travel times 
 Flood warning 
 Conditions in adjacent states 
 Short-term and/or unscheduled restrictions impacting over-dimension and 

HAZMAT shipments 
 

Need 3 – Improve Traveler Information Distribution 
 

KDOT could more effectively use external information distribution resources for providing 
access to traveler information.  Internal and external information sharing resources 
include: 

 
 Internet – KDOT 511 (including KanRoad/511), KC Scout 
 Telephone – 511 
 ITS Field Devices – DMS, HAR 
 Other public agencies such as KHP, KDEM, local EOCs and adjacent states 
 Private organizations such as Kansas Motor Carriers Association (KMCA) and 

local media 
 

Need 4 – Improve the Effectiveness of Transportation and Emergency Operations  
 

The TOMC should provide tools and communications for effective day-to-day, incident, 
and emergency transportation operations.  Operational needs include: 

 
 Communication with and control of ITS field devices (DMS, CCTV, HAR, ESS, 

Vehicle Detection) 
 Operational coordination between Districts, KDOT Headquarters, and statewide 

emergency response agencies 
 Communication and sharing information with other agencies and adjacent states, 

especially emergency services such as KHP and KDEM.   
 Management of vehicles, roadside features (such as signs and safety devices) 

and road materials, such as anti-icing chemicals and sand, through vehicle 
tracking systems 

 Collection, integration, and sharing historical data 
 Provision of backup operations for emergency closure of KC Scout and other 

urban TOCs 
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3 Existing Conditions 
 
KDOT does have several pieces of ITS equipment currently deployed across the state.  They 
include Road Weather Information Stations (RWIS), cameras, dynamic message boards, anti-
icing equipment, and detection devices.  There are multiple locations where control of these 
elements is currently provided and operations are performed.  These locations are described 
below and are provided as background to other parts of this report. 
 

3.1 Kansas City Scout 
Currently, one operations center exists that controls ITS field elements within Kansas.  
That operations center is Kansas City Scout and is located at the Missouri Department 
of Transportation (MoDOT) District 4 Headquarters in Lee’s Summit, MO.  Scout is 
jointly funded operations facility between KDOT and MoDOT that monitors over 75 miles 
of Kansas City area roadways in both Kansas and Missouri on a 24/7 basis.  Scout 
provides traffic operations functions including coordination with the emergency services, 
DOTs, and local agencies, and disseminates traveler information to the public and the 
media.  Control of the KDOT ITS field equipment in Kansas City is not currently available 
outside of the Scout TOC. 
 
3.2 Kansas Speedway 
The Kansas Speed way is located in Kansas City Kansas in the northwest quadrant of 
the I-435 and I-70 interchange.  KDOT has installed five cameras located on roadways 
adjacent to the Speedway that are linked to the KDOT Area Office in Bonner Springs.  
During race event weekends, a command post is manned by the Kansas Highway Patrol 
(KHP) and the cameras are used to monitor inbound and outbound traffic to the race 
facility and watch for incidents.  The KHP uses a series of portable message boards 
placed around the race facility and provided by KDOT to disseminate traveler 
information to motorists.  These signs are temporary and provided for race events only.  
Control of them is through PC based software at the command post and cellular 
modems on the signs.  No control of the cameras or message boards is provided for 
outside of the temporary command post and the command post is operational only on 
major race event weekends.  It is a strong goal of KDOT and KHP to maintain through 
traffic on the freeways managing peak traffic due to Speedway events. 
 
3.3 District 3 Office 
KDOT’s District 3 office controls 5 semi-portable message boards located along I-70 in 
the westbound direction during winter months.  These message boards are used to 
disseminate road condition and closure information to westbound I-70 motorists heading 
towards Colorado.  Road conditions and closure information is provided for both Kansas 
and Colorado as necessary.  Control of the message boards is done through PC based 
software in the District 3 office and cellular modems on the message boards.  No control 
outside of the computers that have the software loaded on them at District 3 is provided. 
 
3.4 Kansas Emergency Operations Center  
The Kansas Army National Guard (KANG) and the Kansas Division of Emergency 
Management (KDEM) operate the Kansas Statewide Emergency Operations Center 
(EOC).  It is located in Topeka.  This center is on-standby most of the time but has 
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capability to operate 24x7 in the event of a statewide or regional emergency.  Depending 
on the nature and geographical extent of the emergency, the EOC is staffed by KANG 
and KDEM personnel supplemented as needed by other State and Federal agencies.  
The EOC directs and coordinates activities of county EOCs and other agencies as 
needed to initiate and complete the emergency response.  The EOC depends heavily on 
KDOT personnel and equipment resources when transportation facilities are impacted 
by an emergency or needed to respond to an emergency.  
 
3.5 KDEM and Kansas National Guard Alternate Emergency Operations Center 
KDEM and the Kansas National Guard are currently developing the Kansas Alternate 
Emergency Operations Center (AEOC) in Salina, KS at the Kansas National Guard 
facility located adjacent to the airport.  This is a back-up facility to the Kansas 
Emergency Operations Center in Topeka and will be used in the event of a statewide 
emergency when the Topeka center is inoperable.  KDEM is currently gathering 
information from individual agencies on their needs in the event they would need to 
occupy the AEOC.  KDOT’s participation is not imminent, but the facility is a partnering 
resource that is available or may require staffing by KDOT during a statewide 
emergency.  KDOT personnel will eventually have the ability to occupy the AEOC in an 
emergency, control and monitor ITS assets from the facility, and share information with 
other agencies in the AEOC.   
 
3.6 KHP Salina Dispatch Center 
The KHP currently performs the majority of dispatching functions statewide through their 
Salina Central Dispatch.  Dispatchers are assigned to different regions in the state and 
are responsible for dispatching and communications with KHP troopers in those regions.  
No control of any ITS elements is provided for from the Salina Central Dispatch. 
 
3.7 KTA Dispatch Center 
The Kansas Turnpike Authority (KTA) currently dispatches all KHP troopers assigned to 
the KTA out of their Wichita dispatch center.  The Kansas Turnpike extends from the 
Kansas/Oklahoma border north to the outer limits of Kansas City.  The KTA dispatch 
center currently operates a series of Highway Advisory Radio (HAR) transmitters along 
the route to disseminate motorist information and has future plans to deploy changeable 
message signs along the KTA route. 
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4 Study Process 
 
The Kansas Statewide TOMC Study process has included the development of four alternative 
TOMC concepts of operation that were presented to over 150 stakeholders during a series of 
workshops and interviews held in the summer of 2004.  The four concepts were as follows: 
 

 Centralized Statewide TOMC – This concept consists of one centrally located physical 
facility, possibly co-located with law enforcement or emergency management and staffed 
by KDOT personnel.  This TOMC would have control of operations statewide. 

 
 Distributed TOMC – This concept consists of a small TOMC in each District that is 

located either at the District office or nearby where operations management could be 
conducted within the District boundaries. 

 
 Virtual TOMC – This concept involves the use of a desktop networked application that 

will provide all of the capabilities of a typical operations center console, but accessible 
from any PC connected to the state network with appropriate software and permissions. 

 
 Hybrid Combination – This concept is a mix of features from the above concepts. 

 
A review of the major steps in the Kansas Statewide TOC Study are detailed below. 
 

4.1 Stakeholder Round #1 Interviews 
Regional stakeholder meetings were held in each KDOT district.  These meetings were 
attended by a broad cross section of KDOT management, construction and maintenance 
personnel, and District public information managers.  KDOT headquarters staff attended 
meetings in Topeka, Garden City and Salina.  Other agencies also attended these 
meetings including KTA, FHWA, County Emergency Management, city and county traffic 
and planning staff, the Mid-America Regional Council, KC Scout, KHP and others.  In 
order to obtain input from key people or organizations that could not attend the regional 
meetings, a series of supplemental interviews were conducted.  These interviews 
included several key sections within KDOT along with federal agencies, state agencies, 
local agencies, and private organizations. 

 
The Stakeholder Round #1 workshops were held on the dates shown below. 

 District 1: July 19, 2004 
 District 2: July 15, 2004 
 District 3: July 14, 2004 
 District 4: July 21, 2004 
 District 5: July 20, 2004 
 District 6: July 13, 2004 

 
After the completion of the first round in the stakeholder involvement process and the 
resulting discussions with the Project Steering Committee in November 2004, the Project 
Team recommended a Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC application be developed in more 
detail.  Project stakeholders expressed an interest in all of the concepts presented to 
them.  The Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC concept best met needs expressed to maintain 
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local control of ITS applications and cooperation with emergency services while still 
allowing for a statewide, high-level perspective on operations in Kansas and control of 
ITS devices.  The Project Steering Committee felt that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC 
application afforded the most flexibility to meet the stated needs of the majority of the 
stakeholders.   

 
4.2 Selection of the Statewide TOMC Concept of Operations – Hybrid/Virtual 
The Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC concept is envisioned to be a PC- and network-based 
software application.  The Hybrid/Virtual TOMC is recommended to provide multiple 
levels of control for multiple ITS devices.  The Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC should be 
designed to have reporting capabilities based on manually and automatically gathered 
data.  Internal KDOT users should have access to the application through any networked 
computer with the appropriate software capability or through a central server with the 
software application.  External users could be granted access through the Internet using 
Virtual Private Network (VPN) protocols to maintain security.  The Hybrid/Virtual SW 
TOMC should be restricted to users with authorized access and proper training on the 
use of the application.  It is recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC 
communications backbone take advantage of the existing state data network and high-
bandwidth connectivity using the available fiber optic network owned by the state.  The 
backbone communication may need to be supplemented with leased lines, where 
appropriate, and radio/wireless communications.   
 
This Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC application is envisioned to provide multiple levels of 
control and administration.  If a local user wishes to view cameras or control message 
boards that are within their Area or Sub-Area, they would be able to do so from a 
networked PC in their office or from their home via the Internet using a computer with the 
proper software interface.  District personnel would be able to do the same from the 
District headquarters and gain a better perspective on operations within their boundaries 
and how an event may affect an adjacent District.   
 
This concept will not only involve KDOT forces, but the Kansas Highway Patrol and the 
Kansas Division of Emergency Management, which is a department of the Adjutant’s 
General Office.  At the state level, such as at KDOT headquarters, KHP Central 
Dispatch, or the Kansas Division of Emergency Management, officials can track events 
or operations from a high level view and relay appropriate information to emergency 
responders, affected Districts, other emergency management offices, other states, and 
the media.  If necessary, and within hierarchical control strategies, KDOT forces at the 
headquarters or district level can control cameras and place messages on DMS as 
needed in order to present a clear, consistent message to the public.  Consistent 
utilization of ITS devices is important for gaining the public’s trust of any ITS application. 

 
4.3 Stakeholder Round #2 Meetings 
After the development of the Hybrid/Virtual Concept of Operations, the Project Team 
undertook the task of gathering additional feedback on the selected concept from the 
stakeholder group before finalizing the report on the recommended alternative. 
 
A total of six meetings were held, one with each district, between April 25 and May 4, 
2005.  Five of the meetings were conducted using the Kansas Department of 
Transportation (KDOT) videoconference system while the District 1/Headquarters 
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meeting was held on site at the District 1 office in Topeka.  The meeting dates and 
locations were as follows: 
 
District 1/Headquarters in Topeka, April 27, 2005 (In-Person Meeting)  
District 2 via Videoconference with Salina, April 27, 2005 
District 3 via Videoconference with Norton, April 25, 2005 
District 4 via Videoconference with Chanute, May 4, 2005 
District 5 via Videoconference with Hutchinson, April 25, 2005 
District 6 via Videoconference with Garden City, April 26, 2005 
 
The purpose of the meetings was to update the district stakeholders on the status of the 
TOMC study, to present the findings of the round one stakeholder meeting, and to 
present and obtain feedback on the preferred Hybrid/Virtual TOMC concept.   

 
4.4 Scanning Tours 
Scanning tours involve a group of public transportation officials visiting various sites in 
order to obtain information about existing best practices and success stories related to 
ITS.  Two scanning tours were undertaken by the Project Steering Committee during this 
study. 
 
4.4.1 Baton Rouge: On February 21 & 22, 2005, a scanning tour of the transportation 

management and emergency management facilities in Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
was conducted for members of the Project Steering Committee of the Kansas 
Statewide Transportation Operations & Management Center Study.  The 15 
attendees included representatives of multiple agencies involved in 
transportation and emergency operations in Kansas and members of the study 
Project Team.  The tour included the following sites: 

 
• Louisiana State Patrol’s Statewide Emergency Operations Center 
• Louisiana Office of Emergency Management’s Statewide Emergency 

Operations Center 
• City of Baton Rouge and Louisiana Department of Transportation and 

Development Advanced Traffic Management/Emergency Operations 
Center (ATM/EOC) 

• ITS equipment field sites 
• A remote office with control of ITS field elements 

 
The tour members were impressed with the amount of interagency cooperation 
and the traffic/emergency operations centers in Baton Rouge.  The TOMC 
program will create a platform for continued interagency cooperation and 
coordination in Kansas.  The Baton Rouge multimillion-dollar buildings were 
funded with Federal, State and Local funds to manage evacuation traffic caused 
by hurricanes and other emergencies.  It may not be possible to justify funding 
similar new facilities in Kansas.   
 
Tour members were also impressed with the remote access and control of ITS 
field devices possible with the Baton Rouge traffic management system.  Using 
remote access, users were able to view and control cameras and change 
messages on DMS.   
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4.4.2 Salina Alternate EOC: KDOT has been invited to participate in the development 

of the Kansas Alternate Emergency Operations Center (AEOC) in Salina, KS at 
the Kansas National Guard facility located adjacent to the airport.  This is a back-
up facility to KDEM’s Emergency Operations Center in Topeka and will be used 
in the event of a statewide emergency when the Topeka center is inoperable.  
Several representatives from KDOT participated in a tour of the facility on June 3, 
2005 to discuss partnering with Emergency Management and the Kansas 
National Guard.  Members of KDOT the ITS Unit, Bureau of Computer Services, 
and District 2 staff attended the tour.  KDEM is currently gathering information 
from individual agencies on their needs in the event they would need to occupy 
the AEOC.  

 
4.5 Implementation Plan 
As the final step in the Kansas Statewide TOMC Study, the Project Team has been 
tasked with developing an implementation plan for the proposed TOMC concept.  The 
implementation plan is to include the detailed requirements and recommendations for 
the selected TOMC concept, including functionality, communication, staffing, partner 
agencies, location, and facility needs.  The report will also include recommended 
strategies for the implementation of a Statewide TOC and projected timelines for 
deployment in Kansas.  As this was an optional task when the study was begun, 
approval by the Project Steering Committee was needed to proceed.  This approval was 
granted at the PSC meeting of May 24, 2005. 
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5 Functional Requirements 
Throughout the Stakeholder involvement process, Project Steering Committee meetings, and 
Project Team meetings, statements and ideas related to TOMC functionality have been tracked.  
Based on the input received, the Project Team has determined that TOMC users desire certain 
functionality as part of any TOMC implementation.  Although most of the functions listed relate 
directly to a TOMC application, there are some that are considered more as process 
improvements to the way KDOT and its partner agencies conduct business.  Those process 
improvements are detailed later in this report. 
 

5.1 Fifteen TOMC Functions 
The project Stakeholders identified 15 high-level primary TOMC functions as part of the 
study process.  These functions are summarized in Appendix A of this report.  Following 
is a numbered list of the TOMC Functions.  The numbers are for reference to the 
Appendix and other TOMC reports and do not reflect any priority for implementation.   

 
1 – Operate ITS Field Devices 
2 – Backup Urban TOCs 
3 – Respond to Other Agencies 
4 – Use External Information Service Providers (ISPs) 
5 – Archive Transportation Data 
6 – Track Permitted (OS/OW, Hazmat) Trucking 
7 – Share Information with Other States 
8 – Manage Evacuation and Major Route Detour Traffic  
9 – Collect Road Condition Information 
10 – Coordinate between KDOT Districts 
11 – Notify KDOT Personnel  
12 – Provide Flood Warning 
13 – Manage KDOT Emergency Assets 
14 – Provide Travel Times 
15 – Provide KDOT Resource Arrival Timeframes 
 
5.2 TOMC Functions and Requirements Modification 
A Pilot Test is recommended to validate the requirements and design before proceeding 
with TOMC expansion leading to statewide deployment.  The TOMC functions and 
detailed requirements should be modified in accordance with the findings of the TOMC 
Pilot Test and Evaluation detailed later in this report.  The number of TOMC functions 
may be increased or decreased pending the outcomes of that pilot evaluation.  The pilot 
evaluation and subsequent full implementation of the TOMC concept in Kansas may 
very likely result in the need for revised processes and revisions to the TOMC software. 
 
5.3 Additional Functionality 
In addition to the functionality highlighted by the Project Stakeholders, additional basic 
functionality should be noted here as part of any typical transportation operations center 
implementation.  That functionality includes: 
 

 Ability to share control of ITS field equipment with other users remotely 
 TOMC software shall allow for the addition of field devices in the future 
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 TOMC software shall manage users such that only authorized users are 
allowed to access the system 

 
5.4 Implementation Criteria 
The Project Steering Committee identified that the 15 Functional Requirements are not 
all going to be under the control or implemented through a Statewide TOMC application.  
Several of the Functional Requirements are actually process improvements that need to 
be undertaken by KDOT in order to improve service to internal and external partners.  
The Project Steering Committee also desired to know which of the Functional 
Requirements had higher priority and what the cost factor of each were in order to 
determine which should be the first to implement.  In Table 5-1, each of the 15 
Functional Requirements, plus some additional requirements and recommendations 
have been listed with their implementation priority, responsible party, and cost factor.  
The Project Steering Committee should use this as a guide for determining future TOMC 
actions. 
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Table 5-1: Recommendation/Functionality Implementation Criteria 

Priority Function Of Cost Factor 
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1 Operate ITS Field 
Devices X     X   X      X   Part of TOMC software package. 

2 
Backup Urban TOCs   X   X           X 

Integration and control of Scout elements will be 
complicated. 

3 Respond to Other 
Agencies X       X X   X     

This will involve a better process for others to contact 
the right person at KDOT. 

4 Use External Information 
Service Providers   X   X         X   

Will allow for the automated transfer of information to 
ISP and the media. 

5 Archive Transportation 
Data X      X           X   Part of the TOMC software. 

6 Track Permitted (OS/OW, 
HazMat) Trucking   X       X   X      X  

This will be a combined effort of the TOMC, KDOT 
Traffic Engineering and Motor Carrier Enforcement 
(KHP).  This issue is sensitive to the Kansas Motor 
Carriers Association. 

7 Share Information with 
Other States X      X   X     X     

This can be as simple as setting up standard 
procedures for notification or developing C2C 
communications with other regional centers. 

8 
Manage Evacuation and 
Major Route Detour 
Traffic X       X   X   X   X    

Control of ITS field elements will facilitate this function 
of the TOMC in coordination with KDEM and KHP. 

9 Collect Road Condition 
Information X     X   X    X      

The TOMC should report road conditions along with 
District staff as needed, potentially through the 
KanRoad interface. 

10 Coordinate Between 
KDOT Districts X      X    X    X      

This can be agreed to prior to an event and the TOMC 
software user given the appropriate privileges. 

11 Notify KDOT Personnel  X      X          X    
Automated notification of personnel should be a 
requirement of the TOMC software package. 
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Priority Function Of Cost Factor 

# 
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12 
Provide Flood Warning    X    X         X    

Will require linking with new or existing flood warning 
systems and posting the information to KanRoad as 
well as DMS. 

13 Manage KDOT 
Emergency Assets    X    X    X        X  

This will involve the development of a statewide AVL 
communications system and tracking software. 

14 Provide Travel Times     X  X          X    
Part of the TOMC software, but use in rural areas is 
limited. 

15 Provide KDOT Resource 
Arrival Timeframes    X    X    X        X  

This will piggyback on the development of an AVL 
application. 

16 
Share Control of ITS 
Equipment & Control 
Remotely X      X  X  X  X    X    

Shared control and remote capabilities should be a 
requirement of the TOMC software. 

17 
Ability to Add Field 
Devices to TOMC 
Software Easily X      X          X    Should be a requirement of the TOMC software. 

18 

Software to Provide 
Variable Level of 
Access and Priority 
Control to Users X      X          X    Should be a requirement of the TOMC software. 

19 Implement a TOMC Pilot 
Project in 2 Districts  X        X  X      X    

Districts selected should have existing ITS elements 
and an operational need.  A Set-Aside funding request 
was submitted in 2005. 

20 Develop ITS Element 
Deployment Plan X        X  X    X      

This should be undertaken as a near-term project to 
help guide ITS deployments in Kansas. 

                         
                         

[Table 5-1: Recommendation/Functionality Implementation Criteria (Continued)] 
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6 Implementation Plan 
The focus of this report is on how the Statewide TOMC concept is to be implemented in Kansas.  
The following sections detail possible implementations scenarios and their associated needs 
and costs.   
 

6.1 Implementation Process – Systems Engineering 
Development of the concept for the Kansas Statewide Transportation Operations and 
Management Center (TOMC) has used the traditional Systems Engineering Life Cycle.  
With completion of this Implementation Plan, Steps One through Three are completed.  
Continued development will follow Steps Four through Ten.  As will be discussed below, 
this Implementation Plan recommends a Pilot Test.  The Pilot Test will be used to 
validate the requirements and design before proceeding with TOMC expansion leading 
to statewide deployment.  The figure below shows this process: 

 

            
Figure 0-1: TOMC Systems Engineering Life Cycle 

 
6.2 Implementation Strategies 
Utilizing the systems engineering process as a guide as well as input from the Project 
Team, Stakeholders and the Project Steering Committee, several distinct actions have 
been identified for implementation of the Kansas Statewide TOMC.  These actions are: 
 

• Develop ITS Field Device Implementation Plan 
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• Obtain Funding to Implement a Two-District Pilot Test  
• Develop KDOT Process Improvements in Conjunction with TOMC Pilot 
• Develop Detailed TOMC Software Requirements 
• Develop Detailed TOMC Communication Requirements 
• Develop Detailed TOMC Hardware Requirements 
• Develop Staffing Requirements and Training Plan 
• Procure TOMC Software, Hardware, and Communications Infrastructure and 

Systems Integration Services 
• Evaluate Two-District Pilot Test and perform System Verification/Validation 
• Modify TOMC Software, Communication, Hardware and Staffing Requirements 

Based on the Results of the Pilot Test and Comparison with Original Concept of 
Operations 

• Implement TOMC Statewide if Applicable 
• Continue to Improve Operations through the Systems Engineering Process 

 
Each of these steps is summarized below.  Some items have more detail later in this 
report.  
 
6.2.1 Develop ITS Field Device Implementation Plan 
One of the functions of the TOMC is to control ITS field devices and use these devices 
for routine and incident transportation operations.  Outside of the Kansas City area, 
deployment of permanent ITS field devices has been limited to road/weather sensors 
and automatic anti-icing systems.  DMS are scheduled for deployment in late 2005 or 
early 2006 in the Salina area.  The Kansas Statewide ITS Plan recommends an 
extensive ITS field device deployment effort.  Chapter 10 of this report provides 
additional recommendations.   

 
6.2.2 Obtain Funding to Implement a Two-District Pilot Test 
Incremental development is consistent with KDOT’s fiscally conservative approach to 
ITS planning and implementation.  In order to develop and validate the software for the 
TOMC, it is recommended that two Districts be invited to volunteer to participate in a 
pilot test.  The Districts should currently have or be installing multiple ITS field devices in 
the near future.  The Districts would preferably share a common border so that shared 
control of the ITS field devices would be appropriate and coordination of traveler 
information be essential.  KDOT Computer Services has the ability to support pilot 
testing of a new application such as TOMC by running the pilot software on a separate 
network server.  The Pilot Test would involve development of TOMC software, training of 
users, and keeping a record of TOMC usage.  Some external partner agencies and 
organizations could be included in the Pilot Test.  Partners could include KDEM, KHP, 
KTA and KMCA who are represented on the TOMC Steering Committee. 
 
6.2.3    Develop KDOT Process Improvements in Conjunction with TOMC Pilot 
One process improvement was identified during the stakeholder meetings and 
interviews.  Three other process improvements will become necessary as various 
functions of the TOMC are implemented.  They are: 
 

• Contacting KDOT by External Transportation Partners 
• Sharing Control of ITS Devices between Districts 
• Sharing Control of ITS Devices with External Transportation Partners 
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• Interacting with Private Information Services Providers 
 

Chapter 13 describes the process improvement recommendations in more detail. 
 
6.2.4 Develop Detailed TOMC Software Requirements  
The virtual TOMC concept is predicated on the availability of software that can be 
shared by multiple users in KDOT and partner transportation agencies and 
organizations.  Software could be commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software, new 
custom software or another module to an existing KDOT system such as KanRoad.  
Additional information on software requirements are provided in Chapter 8 and Appendix 
G.  
 
6.2.5 Develop Detailed TOMC Communication Requirements 
Many stakeholders identified center-to-center and center-to-field communication as a 
concern.  Communication availability and reliability were most often expressed for 
center-to-field communications.  Chapter 9 provides additional details on communication 
needs and optional solutions. 
 
6.2.6 Develop Detailed TOMC Hardware Requirements 
KDOT will need additional hardware to support TOMC software and communications.  
Chapter 8 provides additional detail on TOMC hardware requirements. 
 
6.2.7 Develop Staffing Requirements and Training Plan 
The TOMC concept is intended to minimize impacts on existing KDOT human 
resources.  However, the system is envisioned to require some level of daily, weekly, 
and as-needed human input.  Chapter 7 lists operator functions and provides an 
estimate of impact on KDOT computer services, districts and on partner agencies and 
organizations.  Appendix F identifies resources for development of training for TOMC 
users and operators.  Training will be incremental as various phases of the TOMC are 
implemented providing more statewide coverage and/or addressing more TOMC 
functional requirements.   
 
6.2.8 Procure TOMC Software, Hardware, and Communications Infrastructure 
and Systems Integration Services 
In keeping with KDOT’s fiscally conservative approach, the TOMC program will be 
implemented incrementally.  Chapter 11 provides an estimated cost estimate for TOMC 
implementation.  Chapter 12 provides an estimated time frame for implementation of 
some level of TOMC functionality statewide.   
 
6.2.9 Evaluate Two-District Pilot Test and perform System Verification/Validation 
About one year after the TOMC Pilot Test has been underway, an evaluation should be 
done.  The evaluation should look at the following elements of the TOMC application: 
 

 Usability of TOMC software and user interface. 
 Impact on KDOT information technology and networks. 
 Effectiveness of the TOMC application in achieving TOMC requirements. 
 Input from KDOT’s external partners who either used or received information 

through the TOMC. 
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The evaluation should be conducted under the oversight of the TOMC Project Steering 
Committee and the ITS Steering Committee.  The goal of the evaluation will be to 
determine what changes could or should be made to the 15 TOMC Functions.  The 
evaluation will determine if statewide implementation will result in a level of benefits 
proportional to the costs.   
 
6.2.10 Modify TOMC Software, Communication, Hardware and Staffing 
Requirements Based on the Results of the Pilot Test and Comparison with 
Original Concept of Operations 
Since TOMC implementation will be incremental, KDOT will have opportunity to check 
the results as phases come on-line.  This testing will allow mid-course corrections to 
take advantage of technology changes and respond to evolving agency priorities.  The 
scope of TOMC modifications can be described as users have had adequate opportunity 
to test the TOMC functions in real-life situations and critique their usefulness.  
 
6.2.11 Implement TOMC Statewide if Applicable 
Based on the outcome of the Pilot Test and available funding, the TOMC would be 
implemented statewide once the Pilot Test has been evaluated.  Statewide 
implementation would consist of any necessary software modifications and purchase of 
any necessary hardware.  Additional training would also be required.  Statewide 
implementation would also involve external partner agencies and organizations that 
were not involved in the Pilot Test.  
 
6.2.12 Continue to Improve TOMC Usefulness through the Systems Engineering 
Process 
The Systems Engineering process is intended to be a continuous loop of development, 
implementation, testing, operations, evaluation, recommended improvements, 
development, etc.  Figure 6-1 graphically depicts this revolutionary process.  Only with 
this type of continued improvement will TOMC reach its full potential for Kansas.   
 
6.3 Partner’s/Stakeholder’s Role  
There are several partner agencies and stakeholders that have emerged through the 
Statewide TOMC Study process as the functions and needs of the Statewide TOMC 
have become clearer.  The primary users of the TOMC will be Kansas Department of 
Transportation personnel along with emergency services including the Kansas Highway 
Patrol and the Kansas Emergency Management Agency, both at the state level and the 
local level of emergency management. 
 
Users within each of those groups include the following: 

 
 Kansas Department of Transportation: 

 
 Senior Level Management – KDOT managers can utilize the TOMC to 

coordinate activities of personnel in the event of an emergency, severe 
weather, large incidents, or other unusual conditions.  The TOMC, when 
utilized in the context of a conference room, can act as a gathering point for 
management personnel involved in decision making so they can observe 
conditions and events in real time and coordinate with District personnel.  
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From the statewide level, coordination of traveler information from District to 
District can be performed. 

 
 Headquarters Staff – ITS Unit, Transportation Information, Transportation 

Planning, Traffic Engineering, Construction and Maintenance staff can use 
the functions of the TOMC to view and coordinate KDOT activities in 
response to severe weather, large incidents, or other unusual conditions. 

 
 District Level Management – District staff can use the functions of the TOMC 

to view CCTV images of road conditions, incidents, and events and place 
corresponding traveler information on DMS located in the district.  The TOMC 
will also allow them to collect data such as RWIS and vehicle count 
information for use in relaying and/or forecasting road conditions and travel 
times.  The information will allow for the District to provide a measured 
response to an event on the roadway. 

 
 Area and Sub-Area Personnel – The TOMC application will allow 

maintenance supervisors and equipment operators to view real-time road 
conditions while with tracking equipment location and fleet usage to quickly 
determine where resources are needed, communicate with other areas and 
districts about conditions and resource sharing, and input additional value-
added information to KanRoad. 

 
 Kansas Highway Patrol: 

 
 Senior Management – Senior KHP management can utilize the TOMC to 

coordinate major incident and event activities across the state.  Policies may 
be developed which would allow the use of the TOMC for enforcement 
activities across the state, including pursuits, drug interdictions, tracking of 
dangerous or illegal cargo, and for security related purposes.  Similar to 
KDOT management, when the TOMC is utilized in a conference room/war 
room environment, it can act as the focal point for situation monitoring and 
decision-making. 

 
 Dispatchers – Dispatch personnel can utilize the TOMC application to view 

CCTV cameras situated at critical locations throughout the state and in the 
metro areas to monitor incidents or events that require the dispatching of 
KHP resources.  Dispatch personnel will be able to view other road conditions 
and restrictions as they are updated by KDOT.  The ability to direct the proper 
response to the proper location is critical.   

 
 Troopers – The TOMC, through the dispatch services of the KHP, can act as 

advance warning of unusual conditions at the scene of an accident or more 
specifically direct troopers where to go to provide the most effective 
response.  The TOMC may also have the ability to track oversize and 
overweight (OS/OW) loads that may be proceeding towards physically 
restricted areas, which will require trooper interdiction.  Finally, the TOMC will 
assist Troopers waiting for a KDOT support vehicle to know when that vehicle 
will be arriving at the site of the incident. 
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 Motorist Assist – The TOMC can direct Motorist Assist to accident scenes, 

disabled vehicles, or provide information that will allow for better traffic 
management by Motorist Assist upstream of an accident.   

 
 Kansas Division of Emergency Management (including the Kansas National Guard): 

 
 Senior Management – Senior KEM management can utilize the TOMC to 

coordinate emergency response activities across the state including status 
reporting as well as cost estimation and accumulation to support Federal 
reimbursements.   

 
 State and Local Emergency Managers – Through integration of data between 

Web EOC and TOMC, emergency managers will be able to track KDOT field 
assets to coordinate resource allocations for optimal emergency response.   

 
 Adjutant General’s Office (Kansas National Guard) – In times of emergency 

or crisis, the Adjutant General’s office can utilize the TOMC application in 
much the same way as KDOT, KHP and KEM management in order to get 
the big picture on major events taking place in Kansas and to coordinate 
resources responding to those events. 

 
All of these primary partners should maintain their involvement in the Statewide TOMC 
implementation process and act as a resource for the validation that the Statewide 
TOMC is performing the function for which it was originally intended.  A complete list of 
primary and secondary TOMC partners is included in Appendix B. 
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7 Staffing Needs 
Staffing for transportation operations centers has received increased attention over the 
past few years.  Within the past year alone several reports and guidelines have been 
developed specifically to address staffing issues.  Appendix F summarizes many of 
these resources.   
 
Staffing hours for the Kansas Statewide TOMC will be highly variable. Factors that 
influence staffing hours include: 
 
 Complexity or simplicity of TOMC user interface related to the TOMC functionality. 
 Types and quantities of integrated ITS field devices available to TOMC users. 
 Intensity of active events, incidents and/or emergencies. 
 Need for KDOT or other partner participation in a particular event. 
 KDOT policies on frequency and timeliness for updates to messages on DMS and 

HAR and for providing messages and updates to external partners. 
 Centralization (Statewide or District) or decentralization (Area, Sub-Area, 

Maintenance Worker) of TOMC monitoring, control, and input responsibilities. 
 Frequency, scope, and duration of system and communication tests and diagnostics.  
 Reliability of communication, ITS field devices, and networks. 
 Availability of staff and budget to monitor TOMC functions. 
 Availability of key staff after hours or on-call staff to monitor TOMC functions. 
 Ability for TOMC users to access the TOMC interface from home or other convenient 

locations. 
 
The amount of training and the number of people to be trained are influenced by the 
same factors.  KanRoad, for example, is updated by over 300 people throughout KDOT.   
Not all the staffing hours required or recommended for TOMC should be considered new 
hours.  In some cases, TOMC hours replace, and hopefully streamline, effort already 
expended by the Districts during events and incidents.   
 
7.1 Estimated TOMC Daily Hours 
It is estimated that the TOMC will require one to two hours per day during normal 
operations at the District level and about the same at the Headquarters level in 
Computer Services for routine checks and system/server maintenance.  Table 7-1 
identifies many of the activities that could be done on a daily basis during normal 
operations.  Although these activities will not require a full-time equivalent position either 
in KDOT Headquarters or the KDOT District, individuals will need to be assigned duties 
related to TOMC activity. 
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Table 7-1: TOMC Daily Staff Activities 

KDOT Computer Services 
HQ and District 

Construction & Maintenance 
Operations 

KDOT Partner Agencies & 
Organizations 

 Verify server function and 
network connectivity 

 Update TOMC 
administration controls 
(user names, password, 
level of access) 

 Archive TOMC data 
 Respond to District or 

Partner Agency TOMC 
malfunction notifications 
and/or support requests 

 Maintain dedicated ITS 
communications 
backbone between KDOT 
network and field devices 

 Update KDOT contact 
information 

 High-level TOMC system 
availability check 

 High-level TOMC field 
device availability check 

 High-level communication 
function check 

 Verify accuracy of 
messages on active DMS, 
HAR 

 Verify camera views are 
appropriate 

 Report problems noted to 
Computer Services or 
applicable KDOT staff 

 Perform traffic 
management for work 
zones 

 High-level system 
availability check 

 Check for alerts or other 
TOMC messages from 
KDOT 

 Report problems to KDOT 
using TOMC contact 
information 

 
7.2 Estimated TOMC Weekly Hours 
It is estimated that TOMC will require two to four hours per week during normal 
operations at KDOT Headquarters by Computer Services personnel for system testing 
and diagnostics and two hours per week by District staff and partners to conduct training 
exercises.  Table 7-2 identifies the activities that should be done on a weekly basis.  
 

Table 7-2: TOMC Weekly Staff Activities 

KDOT Computer Services 
HQ and District 

Construction & Maintenance 
Operations 

KDOT Partner Agencies & 
Organizations 

 Perform full TOMC system 
diagnostics 

 Maintain ITS 
communications 
backbone 

 Conduct system training 
and exercises with HQ 
and District staff 

 Perform system testing in 
conjunction with Computer 
Services 

 Conduct system training 
and exercises with 
organization staff in 
conjunction with KDOT 

 
7.3 Estimated Minimum TOMC “As-Needed” Hours 
During events and incidents, hours will be more extensive.  During events and incidents 
other demands on KDOT staff also peak.  Depending on the duration, extent, and 
transitional nature of the event, KDOT effort relative to the TOMC will be highly variable.  
Another factor on TOMC effort will be the nature of KDOT policies regarding TOMC 
operations.  It is estimated that TOMC activity could range from 25% to 30% of a full 
time person per District during active events.  Many events last more than one shift.  
Long, continuous events may require TOMC operation for more that one day during the 
event.  Staffing would be less per person if TOMC operations were distributed to Areas 
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and Sub-Areas, but probably more in total.  For the purposes of this estimate, an 
average major incident duration will be three hours, an average storm event duration will 
be 24 hours, a flooding event will be six hours, and a statewide emergency will be 48 
hours.  Table 7-3 describes as-needed TOMC activities. 
 
Table 7-3: TOMC As-Needed Staff Activities 

KDOT Computer Services 
HQ and District 

Construction & Maintenance 
Operations 

KDOT Partner Agencies & 
Organizations 

 Perform on-call services 
to maintain the system 
during emergencies 

 Update TOMC integration 
with field devices, external 
partners, etc. as needed 
when new devices are 
added. 

 Repair servers, update 
software, add users, 
replace equipment as 
needed. 

 View and control CCTV 
 Activate DMS, provide 

DMS messages 
 Activate HAR, provide 

HAR messages 
 Update HAR and DMS 

messages 
 Deactivate HAR and DMS 

messages 
 View traffic detector 

information  
 Send alerts to media, 

adjacent states, and 
KDOT partners 

 View flood monitors 
 Notify adjacent District 

when control of DMS or 
CCTV is needed per 
KDOT policy 

 Utilize TOMC input and 
output pages as needed to 
communicate with internal 
KDOT and external 
agencies and 
organizations. 

 Monitor KDOT field assets 
and vehicle locations 

 Maintain and/or repair ITS 
field devices 

 Review KDOT alerts 
 Respond to KDOT alerts 

as appropriate 
 Provide information to 

KDOT when applicable 
 View and control CCTV 
 View traffic detector 

information  
 Perform statewide 

coordination for major 
emergencies 

 Notify the media of events 
and disseminate 
information to the public 

 

 
7.4  Estimated Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) Requirements 
Based on the estimation of duties and hours per day, per week and per special event 
required for personnel in each KDOT District, KDOT Computer Services, KDOT 
Headquarters Operations Division, and partner agencies such as the KHP and KDEM, a 
total FTE requirement has been calculated for each work group.  As shown in Table 7-4, 
the total FTEs required for each work group per year all fall short of the need for at least 
one FTE.  Partial FTEs are all that is estimated to be required to operate the TOMC in 
any of the work groups.  The importance of this number is that there is likely not enough 
TOMC duties to keep any one person occupied full-time.  TOMC duties will fall upon 
existing personnel and in addition to other assigned duties.   
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As has been stated by members of the Project Steering Committee and Project 
Stakeholders, there are very few available FTEs to dedicate to TOMC functions on a full-
time basis and that those duties will need to be assigned to existing personnel who 
already have defined duties.  Even though the FTE requirements shown in Table 7-4 are 
fractional, they are still a significant amount of one person’s total duties, especially in 
Computer Services and each District.  Therefore, when the TOMC duties are assigned, 
they should be assigned to personnel that have the work load capacity to handle the 
duties effectively. 
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Table 7-4: Estimated TOMC FTE Requirements 

Duration Per Event (Hours) 

Event Events/Yr1 
Computer 
Services 

Total 
Hours/Yr

HQ 
Operations

Total 
Hours/Yr

District 
Operations 

Total 
Hours/Yr

TOMC 
Partners

Total 
Hours/Yr

Daily 
Activities 260 2 520 1 260 2 520 1 260 
Weekly 

Activities 52 4 208 2 104 2 104 2 104 
Snowstorm 6 2 12 2 12 24 144 2 12 

Major 
Incident/Road 

Closure 5 0 0 3 15 3 15 1 5 
Flooding 4 0 0 0 0 6 24 2 8 
Statewide 

Emergency 1 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 
                    

TOTAL HOURS/YR   788   439   855   437 
Full-Time Equivalents     

(at 2080 hours/yr)   0.4 FTE   0.2 FTE   0.4 FTE2   0.2 FTE 

1 - The number of events per year are considered to be statewide for estimating purposes.  Even though each District will not experience the number of 
snowstorms, major incidents, and flooding events shown, these events tend to affect more than one District per occurrence.  No adjustment in the total hours per 
each District has been made. 

2 - The 0.4 FTE figure is per District. 
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7.5  Typical TOMC Staff Positions 
The following position descriptions are general in nature but describe what skill sets are 
necessary for typical positions to be staffed in a TOMC.  The FTE requirements noted 
above do not necessarily refer to just one person, but rather may be a collective of 
people, each with a particular skill set described below.  For the Computer Services 
FTE, that may include a System Administrator, Communications Technician, and 
Software/Computer Support.  The Headquarters FTE will include skills closely related to 
that of an Operations Supervisor and System Operator.  The District FTE will closely 
match the System Operator and Operations Center Technician.  Partner Agency FTEs 
will be similar to Operations Supervisor and System Operator. 
 
Operations Supervisor / Shift Supervisor:  This position is frequently filled by a person 
who came up through the ranks and achieved competence through a blend of job-
related training and personal experience. The supervisor must have a well-developed 
judgmental skill that allows him/her to distinguish between situations that can be handled 
within the resources of the operations center and those that require the participation of 
one or more partner agencies. This person is responsible for the management of 
previously developed operating plans, including the magnitude of the response to 
implement based on the type of incident. Another skill highly prized in a supervisor is the 
ability to teach others how to be excellent system operators.  The operations supervisor 
manages the daily operations of the TOMC operations staff and performs a number of 
reporting and administrative duties.  The shift supervisor is in charge of the staff 
operations for their shift. 
 
Systems Administrator:  This position is filled by a person will all of the skills described 
for the software/computer support position plus this position requires a thorough 
knowledge of the local area network (LAN) or other network structure that is operating 
within the TOMC.  The system administrator is responsible for the maintenance and 
upgrading of the TOMC network.  The system administrator will maintain the systems 
security by providing the needed system access to various staff or contractors via 
passwords.  Often the system administrator will manage the software/computer support 
personnel. 
 
System Operator:  This is the hands-on position. The system operator must be computer 
literate and capable of performing many computer-related skills, such as keying in text 
data and using a mouse. Most ITS systems are actually composites of several different 
subsystems, so the system operator must be familiar with the operating commands of 
several different systems. A typical combination could include Highway Advisory Radio 
(HAR), dynamic message signs (DMS), and ramp metering, as well as a CCTV 
surveillance system. Each of these subsystems may have a different operator interface, 
and the system operators must be fully trained on all of the systems. 
 
Software/Computer Support:  While it is possible for an operating agency to maintain the 
real-time system software, this is generally not the case. A contractor generally 
maintains the real-time system software. There is a need, however, for software and 
hardware support in the operating agency. This level of computer skill would require 
proficiency in the data base management programming languages, including Oracle® or 
Sybase®. In addition, the programmer must be proficient in GIS and CADD software 
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packages (e.g., ARC/INFO®, ArcView®, AutoCAD®, MapInfo®, and Microstation®) and 
firmware for traffic signal controllers (e.g., National Electrical Manufacturers Association, 
170,270, and 2070) on Mac®, Sun®, and HP® platforms, as well as the software 
specifically installed in the TOMC to manage traffic operations. The primary task of the 
software/computer support personnel is to maintain the software necessary to track 
maintenance operations and support the operations function. 
 
Communications Technician:  This position requires an electronics technician who is 
trained in the operations of a variety of wireline, wireless technologies, and radio 
communications (AM and FM) systems supporting video, data, and voice transmissions. 
An evaluation of the capital cost of the equipment in any ITS system will show that the 
category with the highest investment is communications. It only makes sense to protect 
this investment by providing a high level of maintenance. This category is not only the 
largest but also the one that changes most frequently. As communications hardware 
evolves, it becomes almost a steady state situation where one subsystem or another is 
always being upgraded and/or replaced. 
 
Operations Center Technician:  This is an electronics technician who may be junior to 
the communications specialists but nevertheless has been trained in the maintenance of 
digital electronic equipment, particularly microprocessors. This person can identify 
hardware failure and make repair/replace decisions. The position requires considerable 
troubleshooting skills as well as the ability to perform all types of testing. 

 
7.6 TOMC Staffing Costs 
The cost of TOMC staffing needs to be included, even though the staffing may only be a 
part of a current employee’s duty.  TOMC duties may increase in the future or KDOT 
may opt for contract staffing and need to determine a budgetary figure for contract 
staffing.  For the purposes of the cost estimate, the TOMC user in the District will be 
considered as an everyday user and at a mid-level salary, users in KDOT Headquarters 
or partner Agencies will be considered management type users and have a higher 
salary.  Computer Services personnel will be considered to have specialized skill sets 
and be assigned an appropriate salary level. 
 
Table 7-5 shows annual staffing costs for the TOMC pilot implementation in two Districts.  
Table 7-6 shows annual staffing costs if all six Districts have TOMC capabilities.  These 
costs are in FY 2006 dollars. 
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Table 7-5:  Two-District Pilot TOMC Annual Staffing Costs (FY 2006 Dollars) 

Position 
Hourly  
Salary 

Annual 
Salary 

Number of 
Positions 

Total 
Annual 
Salary 
Cost 

TOMC Operator (2 Pilot 
Districts) $18.00 $37,440 0.8 $29,952 
KDOT HQ TOMC Operator $30.00 $62,400 0.2 $12,480 
Partner Agency TOMC 
Operator $30.00 $62,400 0.2 $12,480 
Software/Computer Support $28.00 $58,240 0.4 $23,296 
Total Labor     1.6 $78,208 
Overhead @ 105%       $82,118 

Total Annual Salary Cost1 $160,326 

1 - This figure includes overhead at 105%.  This overhead rate is applicable to both public agency 
and contract staff as the public agency has overhead for employees as do contractors, but it is 
generally not budgeted for in the public sector. 

 
 
Table 7-6:  Six-District TOMC Annual Staffing Cost (FY 2006 Dollars) 

Position 
Hourly  
Salary 

Annual 
Salary 

Number of 
Positions 

Total 
Annual 
Salary 
Cost 

TOMC Operator (All 6 
Districts) $18.00 $37,440 2.4 $89,856 
KDOT HQ TOMC Operator $30.00 $62,400 0.2 $12,480 
Partner Agency TOMC 
Operator $30.00 $62,400 0.2 $12,480 
Software/Computer Support $28.00 $58,240 0.4 $23,296 
Total Labor     3.2 $138,112 
Overhead @ 105%       $145,018 

Total Annual Salary Cost1 $283,130 
1 - This figure includes overhead at 105%.  This overhead rate is applicable to both public agency 
and contract staff as the public agency has overhead for employees as do contractors, but it is 
generally not budgeted for in the public sector. 
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8 Hardware/Software/Space Requirements 
 

8.1 Typical TOMC Hardware Requirements 
The primary new hardware required for the TOMC will be central servers designed to 
support the TOMC software application.  The number of servers required will be based 
on the software requirements for the TOMC, but a typical system might require as many 
as three servers to support all of the subsystems needed to provide statewide 
operations.  Secondary servers to support communication, archiving, and sharing of 
information with partner agencies and organizations will also be needed.  A typical 
system would require the following minimum server specifications:  
 
One (1) Database Server 
• Dell Power Edge 2850 
• Intel® Xeon™ processor at 3.2GHz/1MB Cache, 800MHz FSB 
• 2GB DDR2 400MHz (4X512MB), Single Ranked DIMMs 
• 3 36GB Drives attached to embedded PERC4ei, RAID 5 
• Dual On-Board NICs  
• Windows 2003 Server, Standard Edition with Client Licenses 
• 24X IDE CD-RW/DVD ROM Drive for PowerEdge Servers 
• Embedded RAID (ROMB) - PERC4ei (Embedded Integrated) 
• Riser with PCI-X Support and Embedded Raid (ROMB) Support 
• Controller Card SCSI, 39160 Internal/External, U3, Low Voltage Differential 
• 3Yr BRONZE Support, Next Business Day Onsite 
• Keyboard / Mouse 
• Dell E173FP Digital Flat Panel Panel Monitor,17 inch(17in Viewable) 
• Rack Chassis w/Versarail, RoundHole-Universal  
• Rapid Rails, Square Hole (Replacement for versa) 
• Cost:  $4,000 Each 

 
 Two (2) Network / Communications / Video Server 
• Dell Power Edge 2850 
• Intel® Xeon™ processor at 3.2GHz/1MB Cache, 800MHz FSB 
• 2GB DDR2 400MHz (4X512MB), Single Ranked DIMMs 
• 3 36GB Drives attached to embedded PERC4ei, RAID 5 
• Dual On-Board NICs  
• Windows 2003 Server, Standard Edition with 5 Client Licenses 
• 24X IDE CD-RW/DVD ROM Drive for PowerEdge Servers 
• Embedded RAID (ROMB) - PERC4ei (Embedded Integrated) 
• Riser with PCI-X Support and Embedded Raid (ROMB) Support 
• 3Yr BRONZE Support, Next Business Day Onsite 
• Rack Chassis w/Versarail, RoundHole-Universal 
• Rapid Rails, Square Hole (Replacement for versa) 
• Cost:  $3,700 Each 
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It is KDOT’s desire to have the TOMC servers and software reside in a central location, 
likely KDOT Computer Services.  For the TOMC software application, space for one 
server rack will be required in the central location, including the servers specified above.  
Communications equipment required will be based on ITS infrastructure in the field as 
will a video server with specifications based on the simultaneous video usage needed at 
the District office.  Space for these equipment racks (minimum of one) and the 
associated cabling, will be needed in the District office if field communications are routed 
through the District offices.   
 
In order to run a typical COTS application, a PC with the following minimum 
recommended specifications is required: 
 
Nine (9) Operator Interface (Workstations) 
• Dell Precision Workstation 370 Minitower 
• Intel® Pentium® 4 Processor 3.00GHz, 1MB/800 
• Microsoft® Windows® XP Professional, SP2 with Media 
• 512MB, 533MHz, DDR2 SDRAM Memory, ECC (2 DIMMS) 
• C1 All SATA drives, Non-RAID, 1 or 2 drive total configuration 
• 80GB SATA, 7200 RPM Hard Drive with 8MB DataBurst Cache™ 
• 48X/32X CD-RW/DVD Combo w/ CyberLink PowerDVD 
• 64MB PCIe x16 nVidia Quadro NVS 280, Dual DVI/VGA Capable 
• Sound Blaster Audigy™ 2 (D), w/Dolby Digital 5.1 & IEEE1394a 
• Serial Port Adapter 
• Keyboard 
• Mouse 
• Dell Two Piece Stereo System 
• Dell 19 inch UltraSharp™ Flat Panel, adjustable stand, VGA/DVI 
• Cost:  $1500 Each 
 
These workstations are on the high-performance end and one should be supplied to 
each District (6), KDOT HQ (1), and partner agencies (2) as the main interface with the 
TOMC application.  Most modern workstations will be satisfactory to run a COTS 
application.  The Pilot Test will require a workstation for each of the two Districts 
involved (2) as well as KDOT Headquarters (1) and our partner agencies (2). 
 
There is also associated hardware and software costs for equipment racks, cabling, 
commercial software, modems, power supplies, communication equipment, labor, etc. 
that will need to be determined at a later date.  For the purposes of estimating, a cost 
figure of $15,000 will be used for the central server facility in Topeka.  $1500 per district 
workstation location will be used. 
 
For the cost estimate in Chapter 11, the total cost of the TOMC Pilot Test hardware is: 
 

• Three servers as specified above at $11,400 total 
• Five workstations as specified above $7,500 
• Associated labor and materials for the central server facility at $15,000 
• Total is $33,900 ($35,000 will be used for the estimate) 
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For the cost estimate in Chapter 11, the total cost of the TOMC full implementation 
hardware is: 
 

• Two additional servers as specified above at $7,400 total 
• Four additional workstations as specified above $6,000 
• Associated labor and materials for the central server facility at $15,000 
• Total is $28,800 ($30,000 will be used for the estimate) 

 
8.2 TOMC Software Requirements 
The TOMC is intended to be a software application that runs on a common server and is 
accessible through KDOT’s existing networks for KDOT users statewide and to KDOT 
agency and private partners.  Users will be provided user names and passwords.  Level 
of access will depend on permissions assigned within the software for each user.  KDOT 
users will have the highest level of access while partner agencies and organizations will 
have more restricted access.  The software must address the 15 TOMC functional 
requirements as well as certain basic requirements.  These basic requirements include: 
 

• Support center to center (C2C) and center to field (C2F) communication  
• Scalable, upgradeable, and modular design 
• Compliant with NTCIP 
• Able to communicate with devices from different vendors 
• Able to handle different signal formats (NTSC, PAL etc) 
• Share real time information over WAN / LAN  
• Support multi-user multi-priority level access 
• Backup operations at other centers 
• Allow user access from remote terminals 
 

8.3 TOMC Software Model 
There are several ways to implement TOMC software: purchase a statewide license for 
“commercial off-the-shelf” or COTS software; acquire “freeware” and utilize a 
programmer to customize it for KDOT’s use; utilize a programmer to develop new 
software; or, modify existing KDOT software such as KanRoad.  The key to selection of 
software will be functionality relative to the 15 TOMC functions, costs and timeframe for 
implementation.  It will also be necessary to determine how long-term support for the 
software will be provided.  Will KDOT be able to support the software in-house or will 
vendor support be required? 
 
COTS Software 
Several COTS software products support many of the TOMC functions.  Examples of 
COTS products include: 
 

• Cameleon ITS by 360 Surveillance 
• Virtual Transportation Operations Center (VTOC) by ADDCO 
• SystemView by Iteris 
• MIST® 4 by PB Farradyne 
• TransSuite ITS Products by TransCore 
 

Additional details about each of these software packages are included in Appendix G. 
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Each of the software integrators claim to support most, if not all, ITS field devices. While 
they indeed have device drivers for many devices, specific model compatibility should be 
discussed at agency-vendor level. 

 
Table 8-1: Comparison of COTS Software Features 

Features / 
Software 

Cameleon 
ITS VTOC System 

View MIST 4 TransSuite 

CCTV Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
DMS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Signal Control Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Detector Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Blackout Signs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

HAR No 
Information Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Gates No 
Information 

No 
Information 

No 
Information No  No 

Information 
Scalability Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Multi Vendor 
Support Already 

Present 
Yes Yes No 

Information Some No 
Information 

Multi Vendor 
Support 

Can Be Added 

No 
Information Yes No 

Information Yes No 
Information 

NTCIP compliant Yes Yes No 
Information Yes Yes 

 
COTS software offers advantages in that it is generally a proven product that has been 
through thorough testing and is supported by the software integrator on a national basis.  
Disadvantages to COTS are that customers are sometimes not able to get all of the 
functionality they desire without additional custom programming. 
 
“Freeware” Software: 
KDOT could opt to use software developed/offered by another public agency.  This 
software is in the “public domain” so no initial or periodic license or maintenance fees 
apply.  However, freeware is not altogether free.  Freeware usually requires extensive 
configuration to be usable by the acquiring agency.  Depending on how well the 
freeware is documented, configuration could be as expensive as acquiring COTS 
software or customizing a software package.  If KDOT does not have the technical 
resources to modify existing software, they may be required to contract with the original 
software integrator for customization.  Freeware may not have all the features required 
for the Kansas Statewide TOMC, so modifications to the software may also be required.   
 
An example of freeware is “CARS” (Condition Acquisition Reporting System).   CARS 
was developed by several states using a pooled fund approach.  New states pay to 
become members of the CARS group.  The membership fee and annual renewals 
provide customization of the CARS standard features for the new member.  The fees 
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pay for additional functionality requested by a majority of members.  State agencies such 
as Georgia DOT and Minnesota DOT also offer use of their software packages for free. 
 
In May 2005, ADDCO announced that their VTOC software product will be provided free 
to any state agency with the provision that any upgrades or enhancements are made 
available to everyone else utilizing the same licensing agreement. 
 
“Custom” Software:  
Several software companies specialize in creating custom software for traffic operations.  
KDOT and MoDOT utilized NET to develop custom software for KC Scout.  Custom 
software has advantages in that the required functionality of the TOMC can be 
addressed and built into the software.  There would be no unused functionality unless it 
turns out to be an unnecessary functional requirement from the start.  Custom software 
can also be developed incrementally to add functionality over time as needs expand, but 
this can be very costly.  Unless software code is owned by the agency and well 
documented by the developer, utilizing custom software usually creates a long-term 
relationship between the software developer and the agency.  KDOT currently owns the 
rights to use the NET Scout software anywhere within the state of Kansas. 
 
“Modified” Software: 
KDOT owns the KanRoad Software.  KanRoad was developed so that more functions 
could be added.  Intergraph Public Safety is KDOT’s software development consultant 
for KanRoad.  Modifying KanRoad has the advantage of not recreating the user 
interface.  Maintaining the existing user interface will reduce training requirements and 
reduce the number of programs that will be running on the TOMC operator’s computer.  
It also reduces the need for new network server and support for new software.  The 
disadvantage to this approach is that Intergraph is a relatively new player in the traffic 
management software field and has no active systems.  There is great risk in being the 
first customer for any new software development. 
 
KDOT also has a desire to integrate TRIS (Truck Routing Information System) into the 
TOMC application.  TRIS is a GIS based routing map that provides updated restriction 
information on roads and bridges in Kansas for the purposes of routing permitted 
commercial vehicles.  One of the TOMC functional requirements is to track HazMat 
shipments and permitted loads in Kansas and integration with TRIS is a desire. 
 
8.4 Software Costs 
Costs for software integration services and licensing fees vary greatly depending on the 
model chosen.  Freeware has hidden customization costs even though licensing fees 
may be free.  COTS software has licensing fees, potentially for multiple seats, and 
integration services.  COTS can be customized for a fee.  Custom and Modified software 
are similar in that each will have custom system integration fees as well as licensing 
fees. 
 
For the purposes of estimating a software budget, it is assumed KDOT would purchase 
a COTS software package and request limited customization.  Since the TOMC function 
is intended to be placed on a centralized server, only one software license should be 
required for the server installation.  Seat licensing will likely not be required due to the 
large number of seats that could be served and minimal effort to install a software 
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interface on each PC with access to the server.  The estimated cost for a typical COTS 
package will be $400,000 to $700,000.  This figure is highly dependent on the level of 
customization and integration required. 
 
8.5 Space Requirements 
 One of the reasons that the Virtual TOMC concept was selected was to minimize space 
impacts and eliminate the need for a dedicated facility or building to house the TOMC.  It 
is envisioned that the TOMC application will be installed on work station computers that 
will utilize existing office spaces and desks.  These work stations will be located in each 
District, likely at the District headquarters building.  The designated operator can utilize 
their existing office to house the work station or a dedicated desk/office can be used.  It 
will be up to each District to determine what configuration works best.  At KDOT 
headquarters, the work station can be located in a designated office, most likely the 
responsibility of the Division of Operations.  In addition, KDOT may desire to load the 
application on a portable workstation that could be used in a conference room for 
demonstration purposes or for events requiring a group of decision makers to gather.  
Partner agencies such as the Kansas Highway Patrol may wish to locate their 
workstation at the Salina dispatch center in the dispatch room for easy access.  The 
Kansas Division of Emergency Management may wish to locate their workstation in their 
main conference room for gathering officials in the event of a statewide emergency.   
 
The computer servers will require space in a KDOT equipment room and will probably 
be installed in existing server racks without need for additional space.  If additional 
space is required, KDOT should plan on two racks to provide space for the TOMC 
software server, a communications server, and a video server along with the associated 
cabling.  In addition, if CCTV communications are to be district based, room for a video 
server should be planned in each district office. 
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9 Communication 
The development of communication requirements for future ITS infrastructure in Kansas will be 
speculative at best due to the lack of knowledge of future deployments, future communications 
technologies, cost variability (either up or down), use of state-owned infrastructure versus 
leased communication lines, and potential cost sharing between multiple agencies. 
 

9.1  TOMC Communication Requirements 
KDOT is currently using T-1 lines to provide network communication between District 
Offices.  As ITS field devices, particularly traffic cameras, are deployed, the demand for 
Center-to-Center (C2C) communication will increase beyond the current capacity of the 
T-1 lines.  Network communication to IP addressable devices in the field can be 
accomplished with most ITS equipment that are only exchanging data such as DMS and 
detection devices.  The use of cameras and transporting of video is going to be the key 
factor in determining communication requirements. 
 
KDOT owns fiber optic cables and conduit across the state as shown in Figure 9-1.  
These cables can currently, or with additional last mile connections, be used to provide 
communication between KDOT Headquarters, Districts 1, District 2, and the Kansas City 
and Wichita urban areas.  The fiber can also be used to connect with partner agencies 
such as KHP and KDEM in the Topeka and Salina areas as well as any ITS elements 
that are located along roadways with adjacent fiber optic cabling.  Fiber is not currently 
available to connect to District offices in Norton, Garden City, Hutchinson or Chanute. 
 
In order to account for this inevitable item in KDOT’s budgeting process for ITS, a cost 
figure of $100,000 per District should be inserted into the budget for TOMC 
communications implementation.  There will also be ongoing operation and maintenance 
costs associated with the communications network that will be combined with the overall 
maintenance budget for the TOMC per District. 
 
9.2 Communication Options 
Center-to-Center Communication 
Table 9-1 shows several options are available for increasing bandwidth for C2C 
communications.  These options include leasing additional T-1 lines, installing additional 
fiber, or digital microwave wireless communications.  Leasing costs for T-1 lines can be 
very expensive over the long run.  Installation of fiber provides the largest potential 
bandwidth but also the highest initial costs.  Microwave communications may be a cost 
effective alternative.  However, depending on the frequency band utilized, weather could 
cause disruptions to microwave transmissions.  A thorough frequency analysis will be 
required to ensure frequency availability and line of sight availability for placement of 
towers. 
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Figure 9-1: Constructed Fiber Optic Routes in Kansas (KDOT Owned) 
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Table 9-1: C2C Communication Options 

Communication 
Option Initial Costs On-Going 

Costs 
Data 

Capacity Comments 

T-1 Lines 
Low 

Low initial cost if 
leased. 

Moderate 
Recurring 
lease costs. 

1.54 
mbps 

Useful for most data 
applications, but limited 
usefulness for video. 

T-3 Lines 
Low 

Low initial cost if 
leased. 

High 
Recurring 
lease costs. 

45 mbps
Probably adequate 
capacity for sharing 
video between centers. 

Fiber 

High 
Costs include 
conduit, cable 
and equipment 
to light the fiber. 

Moderate 1,000 
mbps 

Example is Gig-E 
Ethernet.  Fiber capacity 
is “unlimited” depending 
on number of fibers and 
use of multiplexing. 

Digital 
Microwave 

Medium 
A major factor is 
cost of towers. 

Low 155 
mbps 

Can be multiples of 155 
mbps depending on 
technology.  Most 
microwave bandwidths 
require FCC license. 

 
Center-to-Field Communication 
In the Kansas City metro area, Center-to-Field (C2F) communication is being 
accomplished by fiber, especially where traffic cameras are present.  In rural areas C2F 
communication is typically by telephone line (RWIS field devices) or cellular telephones.  
Cellular could continue to play a significant role for ITS field devices except for traffic 
cameras.  Cellular, though, does have an inherent weakness in that during emergencies 
cellular tower capacity may be exceeded limiting availability of communication with ITS 
field devices.  Some regions and even some states are developing agreements with 
local cellular companies for “always-on” cellular connections with ITS field devices.  
Where these agreements have been implemented reliability of cellular for C2F 
communication has been increased. 
 
If available from the local telephone companies, Integrated Services Digital Network 
(ISDN) telephone circuits could be used utilizing MPEG4 video compression equipment 
to provide low cost video transmission from remote cameras to the TOMC.  This would 
not provide full motion video, but somewhere in the range of 15-20 frames per second.  
This type of installation would be recommended where easy access to fiber or wireless 
access points is not available.  Costs for leasing an ISDN circuit typically ranges from 
$50-75 per month per end, not including any long distance charges that could apply.  
The MPEG4 video compression equipment and ISDN interface equipment will cost 
approximately $1500-2500, depending on the specific vendor selected.   
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10  Deployment of ITS Infrastructure 
KDOT has been deploying ITS elements over the past few years in both urban and rural 
locations.  The Kansas City Scout system is the largest deployment to date and includes DMS, 
CCTV, detection devices, and a traffic operations center jointly operated with the Missouri DOT.  
KDOT is continuing to deploy ITS equipment in the Kansas City area by including infrastructure 
and equipment in standard KDOT construction projects versus stand-alone ITS projects.  On the 
rural side, the deployment of DMS along I-70 has been a priority as a way of disseminating 
traveler information to motorists traveling west towards Colorado in the winter months.  
Currently District 3 has five portable DMS deployed in the winter months for westbound I-70, 
and District 2 has completed plans to deploy seven DMS around the Salina area on I-70, I-135, 
and US-81.  There are additional ITS infrastructure deployments existing and planned 
throughout the state as can be seen in Figure 10-2.  In addition to that deployment plan 
produced by KDOT in 2002, this section will seek to identify other potential ITS deployment 
opportunities or priorities. 
  

10.1 ITS Field Device Deployment 
ITS field devices are desirable to support several of the TOMC functional requirements.  
In comparison to Kansas City, ITS field devices are sparsely implemented in Kansas 
outside of the Kansas City metro area.  The TOMC application is based on having field 
devices such as CCTV and DMS deployed to be the eyes and voice of KDOT and 
partner agencies during incidents and emergencies.  It is recommended that KDOT 
update the 2002 plan (Figure 10-1) for statewide implementation of ITS equipment and 
infrastructure.  The implementation plan should address ITS deployment along major 
travel routes and major truck routes as well as critical areas that may have a high 
accident rate or be a security concern.   
 
Dynamic Message Signs (DMS):   
DMS should be located along major corridors, prior to major intersections, and alternate 
route decision points.  In rural areas, it is likely that a traveler will only encounter one 
DMS approaching an incident scene.  Locations should be carefully selected to assure 
maximum visibility of the sign.  For example, locations on horizontal or vertical curves 
should be avoided if at all possible.  Overhead DMS should be considered on multilane 
highways with high volumes of trucks.  If a sign is missed, the chance to alert the 
traveler is lost.  The use of permanent DMS is preferred over portable DMS in order to 
ensure year round transportation operations.  The portable DMS used in District 3 are 
removed every construction season for use on projects.  Although this is an excellent 
use of resources, this leaves a large gap in the information dissemination tools that the 
TOMC can use. 
 
Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV):   
CCTV should be placed at major interchanges, high-accident locations, and at critical 
infrastructure locations such as major bridges along the interstates to monitor traffic and 
traffic impacts associated with incidents and events.  CCTV should also be placed in 
work zones to observe traffic impacts on a temporary basis and fed back to the most 
local District TOMC.  In the future as wireless communication resources become more 
available, CCTV should be made available on vehicles dispatched to incidents and 
events to manage traffic impacts.  In urban areas, CCTV should be placed between 
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interchanges and junctions as close as one-quarter to three-quarters mile to provide 
continuous coverage of the highway.  At existing urban TOCs, users are finding that one 
mile spacing is providing minimal coverage due to obstructions, equipment failures, and 
vegetation growth.  In rural areas, CCTV could be spaced at about 10 to 20 mile 
increments for road surface, weather and visibility monitoring, if none of the above 
criteria can be met.  Existing RWIS sites can be equipped with CCTV for this purpose 
and they will have an existing power source. 
 
Traffic Detectors:  
The priority route map in Figure 10-2 contains reference to automatic traffic recording 
stations (ATR).  It is recommended that these devices be changed to real-time devices 
and additional devices be added to priority routes.  Traffic detectors could be spaced at 
one-mile intervals for incident detection and for traveler information such as speeds and 
travel times.  Traffic detectors could be located between interchanges and major 
junctions to get information on travel volumes and percentage of trucks.  Some testing 
would have to be done to determine if detectors spaced at this level would have 
usefulness in reporting speeds or travel time to the public.  In urban areas, traffic 
detectors should be placed at intervals of one-quarter to one mile.  More closely spaced 
detectors may assist with incident detection while more widely spaced detectors would 
assist with traveler information about levels of congestion, speeds and travel times.  Cell 
phone tracking technology seems to offer the most promise for determining travel times 
and detecting congestion in rural areas.  Several companies are now offering solutions 
that enable public agencies to collect this type of data while allowing the cell phone user 
to remain anonymous.  MoDOT is currently evaluating this technology statewide. 
 
Various factors can be used to determine where the most appropriate location should be 
for new ITS field devices.  AADT, truck volumes, high accident locations, available 
power and communication infrastructure, security needs, and local staff needs should all 
be considered. 
 
As an example, regarding routes with heavy truck traffic, Figure 10-2 suggests three 
priority levels for future ITS field device implementation: 

 
• Priority One: Interstate routes and routes with greater than 1000 heavy 

commercial annual average daily traffic (HCAADT).  ITS devices on these 
routes should be installed within the next five years. 

• Priority Two: Truck routes with between 500 and 1000 HCAADT.  ITS 
devices on these routes should be installed within the next 10 years. 

• Priority Three: Truck routes with 250 to 499 HCAADT.  ITS devices on 
these routes may not be installed or are considered a long-term option. 

 
ITS devices should be installed on priority routes during the construction phase of all 
widening and major reconstruction projects as is being done in Kansas City.  It is 
recommended that the devices be used in temporary locations as the construction 
progresses and be installed at permanent locations once construction is complete. 
 
For the purposes of this study, no direct cost estimation for the deployment of ITS field 
equipment in support of the TOMC application will be made.  This is considered a cost 
that will be covered under additional ITS projects in Kansas.
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Figure 10-1:  Rural ITS Infrastructure Deployment Plan (KDOT, 2002) 
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Figure 10-2: Priority Routes for ITS Field Devices      
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11  Implementation Costs 
This section of the Implementation Plan is likely the most critical to the KDOT ITS Steering 
Committee as it faces the need to find additional funding beyond the ITS Set-Aside Fund in 
order to make the Statewide TOMC concept a reality.  A need for a future TOMC application in 
Kansas, a concept for how a TOMC might function, and the most desired functionality have all 
been established.  The costs in this section of the report should be considered as estimates and 
in FY 2006 dollars.  Depending on the year of implementation and subsequent years of 
operations and maintenance, the cost figures will need to reflect inflation since FY 2006. 
 

11.1  Estimated Implementation Costs 
Based on the previous sections detailing software requirements, hardware requirements, 
communication needs, recommendations related to the TOMC, and staffing costs, a 
table of estimated costs has been developed, Table 11-1.  It should be noted that the 
implementation year starts with FY 2008, but that is for estimating purposes only and is 
a guide to the costs associated with each item over time. 
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Table 11-1: TOMC Deployment Plan Estimated Costs 

Fiscal Year (Costs in $1,000 - FY '06 Dollars) 
TOMC Cost Item FY '06 FY ‘07 FY ‘081 FY ‘09 FY ‘102 FY ‘11 FY ‘12 FY ‘13 FY ‘14 FY ‘15 

TOMC Pilot Test Design     $100               
TOMC Software 
Development     $450   $100           

TOMC Communication 
Implementation     $200   $400           

TOMC Hardware 
Acquisition     $35   $30           

TOMC Pilot Test 
Evaluation/Validation/ 
Requirements Modification 

      $150             

TOMC Statewide 
Implementation Design         $250           

TOMC Annual Operations 
& Management Staffing3     $160 $160 $283 $283 $283 $283 $283 $283 

TOMC Annual 
Software/Hardware 
Maintenance4 

      $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $200 $25 

TOMC Annual 
Communications 
Maintenance & Upgrade 

      $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 

Total Annual Cost5 $0 $0 $945 $435 $1,188 $408 $408 $408 $583 $408 
1 - FY 2008 is shown as the first year with the TOMC Pilot cost as this is the first potential year of funding through the ITS Set-Aside Fund.  The Communication 
Implementation cost is $100,000 per District. 
2 - The costs for implementation of the TOMC to all Districts is shown in FY 2010 in anticipation of a two-year pilot test.  The $400,000 Communication 
Implementation cost accounts for four additional Districts at $100,000 each. 
3 - If public agency staffing is anticipated to be used, then this figure should be considered as optional to leave in the Total Annual Cost. 
4 - Annual Hardware and Software Maintenance includes both in-house and contract activities.  The $200,000 amount in FY 2014 accounts for major TOMC 
software upgrades or complete system change out. 

5 - No costs have been included for ITS Field Device implementation as this will be covered under separate project budgets.  Additional recommendations in 
this report that are not a direct part of the TOMC implementation do not have any costs assigned to them. 
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12  Implementation Timeline 
The following implementation timeline shows some of the major TOMC Milestones and their 
associated fiscal year for potential implementation.  ITS Device Deployment is shown as starting 
immediately due to ongoing projects around the state currently.  All other TOMC Milestones are 
shown to start with FY 2008. 
 
Table 12-1: TOMC Implementation Time Line 

Implementation Timeline 

TOMC Milestone 
FY 
'06 

FY 
‘07 

FY 
‘08 

FY 
‘09 

FY 
‘10 

FY 
‘11 

FY 
‘12 

FY 
‘13 

FY 
‘14 

FY 
‘15 

ITS Field Device Deployment 
                    

TOMC Pilot Test Design                     

TOMC Software Development                     

TOMC Communication 
Implementation                     

TOMC Hardware Acquisition                     

TOMC Pilot Test Evaluation/ 
Requirements Modification                     

TOMC Statewide 
Implementation Design                     

TOMC Annual Operations & 
Management Staffing                     

TOMC Annual 
Software/Hardware 
Maintenance 

                    

TOMC Annual 
Communications Maintenance 
& Upgrade 
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13  Additional Statewide TOMC Recommendations 
 

13.1  Implementation Recommendations 
Maintain On-Going Collaboration 
In keeping with KDOT core values, the selected TOMC concept was developed through 
a highly collaborative process involving stakeholders in KDOT, stakeholders in partner 
agencies and stakeholders in partner non-governmental organizations.  The 
stakeholders have expressed nearly unanimous support for the selected TOMC concept.  
Stakeholder interaction has created expectations for continued TOMC development 
without significant loss of momentum and that should be continued through regular 
updates to the project stakeholders. 
 
ITS Committee Adoption: It is recommended that the Kansas ITS Steering Committee 
adopt the Statewide TOMC as a priority for continued funding for design, implementation 
and integration along with other ITS projects for the implementation of ITS field devices 
and communication.   

 
TOMC Steering Committee: A TOMC Steering Committee, with similar representation to 
the Project Steering Committee for the study, should meet periodically until the TOMC 
has reached operational status.  The TOMC Steering Committee should address KDOT 
and inter-organizational crosscutting issues such as operating procedures, software user 
interface, and communication.  The TOMC Steering Committee should maintain 
accountability to the ITS Committee and to a TOMC Champion.  During the study phase 
of the project, the TOMC Champion was Mike Crow.   

 
TOMC Working Groups: Working Groups should be established to address specific 
issues during design and implementation.  Working groups would have a specific, limited 
scope, charter to accomplish.  Working groups would be dissolved as their charters are 
accomplished.   

 
The issue of internal and external access to KDOT personnel during non-working hours 
should to be addressed by a small working group within KDOT.  This was an issue heard 
consistently from many stakeholders across the state.   

 
ITS Field Device Deployment  
The first identified function of the TOMC is to provide control of and review output from 
ITS field devices across the state.  These ITS field devices could include CCTV, DMS, 
environmental sensing devices, traffic detectors, HAR, flood monitoring devices and 
other systems.  Deployment of these devices in a consistent and coordinated manner is 
recommended.   

 
ITS Deployment Plan Update: With the exception of environmental sensing stations 
(ESS) used with KDOT’s Road/Weather Information System (RWIS) and with DMS, 
CCTV and traffic detectors used by Scout in the KC metro area, Kansas does not have 
an updated plan for deployment and utilization of ITS field devices.  This is a 
recommended action for the ITS Unit.  Examples of inconsistent deployment and 
utilization include: 
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• Permanent DMS: Several exist in the KC metro area with more planned in 

District 1 and 2.  No plan has been done since 2002 for permanent signs 
to support interstate, statewide, or multi-district incident, emergency or 
event management. 

• Portable DMS: Several exist in each District.  The signs are primarily 
used for work zones during the summer.  District 3 has installed pads 
along I-70 for semi-permanent use of the signs for winter road condition 
information.   Some portable DMS do not have remote communication 
capability.  Other portable DMS use dial-up cellular communication.  Dial-
up cellular has been known to fail due to lack of bandwidth or too many 
calls during emergency conditions.  

• Reliable Communication: A plan for “always available” communication for 
ITS field devices needs to be prepared.  The communication plan should 
address both low-bandwidth (e.g., DMS) and high-bandwidth devices 
(e.g., CCTV).  The plan should optimize use of KDOT’s existing fiber 
backbone and digital trunked 800 MHz radios. 

 
Deployment Plan Recommendations 
It is recommended that TOMC users be able to view ITS devices deployed in 
adjacent districts and possibly adjacent states.  It should be possible for other 
users, such as KHP and KDEM, to share control of ITS field devices.  
Procedures for sharing control of signs between districts and headquarters 
should be developed concurrently with development of TOMC software. 
 
It is also recommended that a plan for ITS field device implementation and 
standardization across Kansas be developed and funded.  The plan should 
provide communication media for bandwidth appropriate for type and utilization 
of the devices.  The ITS field devices should be located where they would serve 
local district needs as well as needs associated with interstate, statewide, and 
multi-district emergencies and incidents.  
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13.2 Process Improvement Recommendations 
Through extensive meetings with Stakeholders and the TOMC Project Steering 
Committee, a need for four new or modified KDOT processes were brought forward.  
These processes will address: 
 
 Contacting KDOT by External Transportation Partners 
 Sharing Control of ITS Devices between Districts 
 Sharing Control of ITS Devices with External Transportation Partners 
 Interacting with Private Information Services Providers 

 
Process Improvement for Contacting KDOT 
Partner agencies are generally able to contact the right KDOT person on the first try.  
Currently KDOT provides partner agencies with call lists.  The lists are updated as 
changes occur and provide a calling order depending on the location and type of 
incident.   

 
In spite of KDOT’s efforts, stakeholders consistently mentioned contacting KDOT can be 
a problem at times.  The most common problem times are on weekends, evenings and 
holidays.  Sometimes the agency partner contacts the wrong KDOT person because of 
confusion about the location of the incident relative to KDOT’s organizational boundaries 
or they couldn’t get in touch with anyone.  The problem is amplified when an emergency 
is in progress.  Every delay in reaching a person in KDOT is a distraction and a delay to 
the agency partner calling for KDOT assistance.  

 
This process improvement should look at ways to: 
 
 Keep KDOT contact lists current, with as often as daily updates. 
 Keep external partner agencies aware of most current contact lists. 
 Minimize impact to partner agency when first KDOT contact person is unavailable for 

any reason. 
 Automate forwarding of calls to other KDOT contacts when the first contact person is 

unavailable. 
 
KDOT should empower a small team to further review the problem and develop 
solutions.  KHP and local agencies should be given opportunity to provide input to this 
committee to validate ideas as they are discussed.  One solution suggested was a 
TOMC feature that would allow external partners to choose the person they want to 
contact by clicking on a GIS supported map at the location of the incident.  A menu 
would appear with applicable KDOT contacts for that location.  By clicking on the KDOT 
name, contact information would be made visible to the partner agency.  A procedure 
would need to be established whereby KDOT staff could update the contact info as 
needed for vacations or personnel changes.  If the map was GIS based, the updates 
could be done electronically through a web portal. 
 
Sharing Viewing and Control of ITS Field Devices and TOMC Input Screens between 
Districts 
TOMC functions suggest shared control of ITS field devices and development of several 
TOMC data input screens.  ITS field devices are normally controlled by the District, Area 
or Sub-Area where the device is located. Districts generally do not have agreements in 
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place or the proper manufacturer’s software or communication capabilities to control 
dynamic message signs (DMS) available in adjacent Districts. The TOMC Functions 
suggest there will be times when it will be expeditious to share control of field devices 
and TOMC input screens between Districts.  At times it may be necessary for KDOT to 
control ITS field devices and input screens from a central location.  Currently, 
coordination occurs by one District calling the other.   
 
This process improvement should address several key elements of ITS field device 
viewing and control, including: 
 
 District with priority control. 
 Messages or circumstances that have highest priority. 
 Circumstances when the non-priority District may take over viewing and control of 

ITS field devices or use of a TOMC input screen for another District. 
 Hierarchical control policy. 
 Notification when non-priority District takes control. 
 Record-keeping about use TOMC features by priority and non-priority Districts. 
 Message format uniformity. 
 Message content uniformity. 
 Uniform use of abbreviations. 

 
Sharing View and Control of ITS Devices and TOMC Input Screens with External 
Transportation Partners 
The stakeholders suggested there are reasons to consider allowing external 
stakeholders to view TOMC devices and output screens.  This would allow external 
stakeholders to have access to the most current status of KDOT’s routine and incident 
response activities.  Viewing by external partners can be developed in the TOMC 
software, but will require a KDOT process or policy to be developed. 
 
It may also be desirable to allow some agencies such as KHP, KTA, and KDEM to have 
control over some ITS field devices and access to some TOMC input screens.  If 
external partners will be able to input TOMC information and/or control ITS field devices, 
KDOT will need to develop processes and policies to govern this level of access.  The 
processes and policies should cover the same issues as internal use of the TOMC 
features.   
 
Interacting with Private Information Service Providers 
The Kansas Association of Broadcasters (KAB), the Kansas American Automobile 
Association (AAA), and the Kansas Motor Carriers Association (KMCA) suggested they 
could assist KDOT with distribution of traveler information to their customers.  For 
example, KMCA has an e-mail push system that they regularly use to notify their 
members about issues impacting trucking.  KDOT should work with these organizations 
to develop processes and policies addressing how and what information will be shared.  
The processes and policies should cover the organizational responses to KDOT TOMC 
messages. 
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14  Conclusion 
Over the course of the past year, KDOT has undertaken the task of gathering significant 
stakeholder input on the concept of a Statewide Transportation Operations & Management 
Center (TOMC).  As a subset of the KDOT ITS Steering Committee, the Statewide TOMC 
Project Steering Committee has guided this study diligently.  They have participated in the 
extensive stakeholder process, selection of a design concept, scanning tours, engagement of 
project partners, and finally development of an implementation plan for the Statewide TOMC 
concept for presentation to the KDOT ITS Steering Committee.  This report is the culmination of 
those efforts. 
 
The overall cost of implementation is of most relevance to the key decision makers within KDOT 
and its partner agencies involved in this effort.  The projected cost for implementation of the 
Statewide TOMC Pilot Test project in two Districts is $1.4 million for a two-year study of the 
TOMC concept.  In order to fully implement the TOMC concept statewide, after a Pilot Test, the 
expected additional cost is $1.2 million with annual operations and maintenance costs of just 
over $400,000 per year expected. 
 
It should be noted that these costs include staffing and communication infrastructure 
deployment, but not ITS field element deployment costs.  Staffing costs may be excluded by 
KDOT and the communications infrastructure costs may be included in other ITS projects. 
 
In addition to the work done to develop an overall concept of operation and implementation plan 
for the Statewide TOMC, several recommendations were made throughout the study that were 
documented and should be considered for further action.  These recommendations are 
described below. 
 

14.1 Key Recommendations:  
 

 Develop a TOMC Pilot Test Project:  A TOMC Pilot Test deployment should be 
implemented in two KDOT Districts that will allow for a proof-of-concept test.  This 
initiative will necessarily involve the procurement of a traffic management software 
package to manage ITS field equipment facilitate the coordination of operations.  
This project should initially be funded through the ITS Set-Aside fund or other 
sources such as Homeland Security.  Included with this test project should be the 
deployment of a limited number of cameras in rural locations to provide a test bed for 
video sharing, communications, and identification of deployment issues.  

 
 Create an ITS Field Device Deployment Plan: There is a need for additional 

cameras, DMS and other ITS field devices.  KDOT should systematically deploy ITS 
field devices across the state.  As a precursor to that deployment, KDOT should 
continue past efforts to plan ITS deployments across the state.  This should be tied 
to existing projects and funding available as well as the various needs of KDOT and 
their partners. 

 
 Build-Out ITS Communication Infrastructure: A limiting factor in ITS deployment is 

adequate communication availability, stability and bandwidth.  Cameras and center-
to-center communication require the most reliability and bandwidth.  Wireless 
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communication with low-band-width field devices such as DMS is also a problem at 
times due to remoteness of locations.  KDOT should systematically complete fiber 
and high bandwidth connections between Topeka and every District office and with 
various partner agency’s operation centers such as KHP, KDEM, and Scout. 

 
 TOMC Software Procurement: Several options exist for the development of TOMC 

software meeting the 15 functional requirements.  The three most common 
alternatives are COTS, custom designed and modification of existing software.  It is 
not recommended that KDOT develop new custom software.  There are several 
COTS packages that meet some of KDOT requirements without modification.  Also, 
KanRoad could be modified to provide some TOMC functionality.  A final decision on 
COTS or modification of KDOT owned software or “freeware” should be made as an 
early deliverable of the planned TOMC Pilot Test. 

 
14.2 Acknowledgements 
This TOMC Implementation Plan would not have been possible without the excellent 
participation and input from KDOT’s ITS Unit, the Project Steering Committee and all the 
Stakeholders who attended meetings and provided input before and during the study 
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Appendix A: Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC Functional Requirements 
 
The stakeholders provided an extensive listing of possible functional requirements for any 
TOMC implemented in Kansas.  The Project Team identified the 15 most frequently heard 
requirements.  The following recommendations summarize how the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC 
could be developed in response to each function.  (This list is not in any priority order.) 
 

 Function 1: Operate ITS Field Devices 
It is recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC allow users to view and operate 
ITS field devices such as CCTV, DMS, Road Weather Information System (RWIS) and 
HAR.  Control of ITS field devices along with vehicle detection can be used to monitor 
road conditions and to provide traveler incident or event warnings at locations so 
motorists have the option to take alternate routes or change their travel plans.  It is 
recommended that Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC users be able to view ITS devices deployed 
in adjacent districts and possibly adjacent states.  It may be possible for other users, 
such as KHP and KEM, to share control of ITS field devices.  

 
 Function 2: Backup Urban TOCs 

It is recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC be designed to provide back-up 
operations support for Kansas City Scout and future operations centers in Wichita and 
elsewhere.  Abilities of the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC backup operations could include 
view and control Scout ITS field devices and other systems to replicate what Scout 
operators can do from the Scout TOC in Lee’s Summit, MO.   

 
 Function 3: Respond to Other Agencies 

It is recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC be designed as an information 
resource to outside agencies trying to reach KDOT personnel or requesting resources to 
assist with incidents or emergencies.  The Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC is envisioned as a 
one-stop shop for KDOT resources and assistance.  Non-KDOT users would be able to 
contact a KDOT on-call person directly or, more favorably, could potentially use a point 
and click method on a GIS-based map to locate the proper KDOT person and identify 
the type and location of the desired KDOT response.  The Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC 
could then automatically notify the appropriate KDOT personnel via pagers and/or e-mail 
to their desktop computers, cell phones, or mobile data terminals (MDT).   

 
 Function 4: Use External Information Service Providers (ISP) 

It is recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC provide automation for exchange of 
traveler information with external Information Service Providers (ISP) such as the media 
and the Kansas Motor Carrier Association (KMCA).  The ISP would, in turn, distribute 
information to customers, clients or members.  The Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC user 
should also be able to manually select information types to send to specific ISPs.  .  
 

 Function 5: Archive Transportation Data 
It is recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC automatically store some types of 
ITS data including historical use of ITS field devices such as DMS.  The data could be 
used for evaluations, performance reporting, or other analysis.  External users could be 
allowed to access certain types of information as approved by KDOT.   
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 Function 6: Track Permitted (OS/OW, Hazmat) Trucking 
It is recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC provide users with the opportunity 
to view real-time road conditions and restrictions before starting and during a OS/OW, 
super load, or HAZMAT shipment.  Shippers should be able to select an automatic 
Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC notification function that would alert them if their planned route 
experiences any incident or event that would restrict their progress.  In the future, 
Federal law and/or local preference may allow for or require KDOT and/or KHP users to 
monitor progress of selected extraordinary trucking movements across the state.  Should 
these possibilities become reality, the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC could be used to assist 
with management of “standby” emergency resources and/or to monitor the route for 
possible problems in advance of the truck’s progress.  There has been concern 
expressed that this option may be an infringement on privacy.  

 
 Function 7: Share Information with Other States 

It is recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC be designed to automatically share 
information with neighboring states.  A group of states called the “High Plains Coalition,” 
that includes Kansas, is defining how inter-state sharing of data could occur.  
Accordingly, the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC user should be able to access another state’s 
information or send notifications to neighboring states as needed to help manage 
incidents and emergencies.   This could include sharing traveler information and video 
images with adjacent states to track storms and road conditions and other events that 
may affect motorists traveling to Kansas. 

 
 Function 8: Manage Evacuation and Major Route Detour Traffic  

It is recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC be designed to allow KDOT users 
to coordinate with emergency services in the event of a HazMat spill, tornado damage, 
severe winter storm, major incident, or any event requiring mass evacuation or major 
detours.  The Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC should make it more efficient for KDOT users to 
monitor traffic conditions, activate message boards, initiate reverse flow lanes, and direct 
KDOT personnel and resources to where assistance is needed. 

 
 Function 9: Collect Road Condition Information 

It is recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC provide tools for KDOT users to 
monitor the transportation network for incidents that may adversely affect travel through 
the state.  Incidents could include crashes as well as road construction or maintenance 
activities that cause undue delay or close roadways altogether.  The Hybrid/Virtual SW 
TOMC should allow KDOT users will provide even more timely and consistent KanRoad 
data input.  The Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC should allow efficient tracking of weather 
events as they move across the state and affect operations.  The Hybrid/Virtual SW 
TOMC should allow KDOT field personnel to use portable data devices such as mobile 
data terminals (MDT) to enter traveler information directly from the source so that 511 
(phone) and KanRoad/511 (website) provide travelers with the most up-to-date 
information. 
 

 Function 10: Coordinate between KDOT Districts 
It is recommended that Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC be a resource for District-to-District 
coordination for major events.  This could include managing resource sharing across 
boundaries where needed. 
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 Function 11: Notify KDOT Personnel  
It is recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC facilitate efficient notification 
between KDOT field, district and/or headquarters about traffic incidents that require their 
attention and the type of response needed.  The Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC could utilize 
pagers and/or a wireless device to notify personnel not at an office workstation.  One 
headquarters group needing timely notification of incidents involving KDOT personnel, 
vehicles or roadside features is KDOT Risk Management personnel.  The Hybrid/Virtual 
SW TOMC could be used to improve timeliness of notifications that may allow Risk 
Management to increase insurance recoveries or reduce KDOT liability.  

 
 Function 12: Provide Flood Warning 

It is recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC be designed to facilitate integration 
of flood warning data being generated by the National Weather Service or other 
agencies with flood warning systems.  This information could allow KDOT Virtual SW 
TOMC users to be more prepared to close roads before flooding becomes hazardous to 
travelers and to disseminate flood warnings via 511 (phone), KanRoad/511 (website), 
DMS and HAR.     
 

 Function 13: Manage KDOT Emergency Assets 
Once KDOT vehicles are equipped with automatic vehicle location systems (AVL), it is 
recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC be designed with the ability to track 
KDOT vehicles for both day-to-day operations and emergencies.  As resources are 
tracked, they can be efficiently assigned or reassigned if problems arise.  During 
emergencies, it is recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC vehicle tracking 
capabilities be shared with the Kansas Department of Emergency Management’s 
WebEOC application to assist with coordination of vehicle & equipment location and 
availability throughout the state.   

 
 Function 14: Provide Travel Times 

Commercial and other travelers are increasingly expressing interest in travel times, 
especially when an event has disrupted normal traffic flow.  In urban areas, it is 
anticipated that some travel times could be developed automatically through ITS field 
devices such as non-intrusive traffic detectors.  In other situations, it may be desirable 
for KDOT field personnel to estimate travel times or delays based on observations.  It is 
recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC include functionality for field personnel 
to report estimated travel times or delays. Travel times estimates are desired for work 
zones, urban congestion areas, or for major incidents and could then be conveyed to 
travelers via 511 (phone), KanRoad/511 (website), DMS or HAR.  

 
 Function 15: Provide KDOT Resource Arrival Timeframes  

As a supplemental functionality of Function 3, it is recommended that the Hybrid/Virtual 
SW TOMC be designed to provide automatic notification of status of KDOT emergency 
response to external users such as KHP.  Using the AVL system and a possible Virtual 
SW TOMC portable interface (MDT), a KHP Trooper who is managing an incident could 
be able to monitor KDOT’s responding vehicles.  The Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC could 
provide the Trooper with a map location of the KDOT vehicle and an estimated time of 
arrival to his location based on vehicle speed and current location. 
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Appendix B: TOMC Users 
 
The stated purpose of the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC is to assist KDOT and other agencies in the 
timely response to incidents, weather events, and emergencies and to provide traveler 
information to the users of the transportation system in real-time so that they can make informed 
decisions regarding travel plans.  It is anticipated that the primary users of the Hybrid/Virtual SW 
TOMC will be KDOT personnel along with emergency services agencies such as the Kansas 
Highway Patrol and the Kansas Department of Emergency Management Agency.  Local 911 
call center dispatchers and emergency services personnel could also be frequent users.  

 
Users within each of those groups include the following: 
 

 Kansas Department of Transportation: 
 

Senior Level Management – It is envisioned that KDOT managers should be able to 
utilize the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC to coordinate activities of personnel in the event of 
an emergency, severe weather, large incidents, or other unusual conditions.  The 
Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC, when utilized in the context of a conference room, could act 
as a gathering point for management personnel involved in decision-making so they can 
observe conditions and events in real-time and coordinate with District personnel.  From 
the statewide level, coordination of traveler information from District to District could be 
performed. 

 
Headquarters Staff – It is envisioned that the ITS Unit, Transportation Information, 
Transportation Planning, Construction, Maintenance, and Risk Management personnel 
should be able use the functions of the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC to view and coordinate 
KDOT activities in response to severe weather, large incidents, or other unusual 
conditions. 

 
District Level Management – It is envisioned that District staff should be able to use the 
functions of the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC to provide traveler information on DMS located 
in the district.  Initially, District Staff would need to depend on KDOT field personnel and 
other trusted sources such as KHP and other partner agencies to verify the need for and 
content of the DMS messages.  Eventually the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC operator may 
be able to view CCTV images of road conditions, incidents, and events to supplement 
information received from trusted sources.  The Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC should also 
allow district users to collect data such as RWIS and vehicle count information for use in 
relaying and/or forecasting road conditions and travel times.  The information could then 
increase the ability of the District to provide a well-coordinated and measured response 
to an event on the roadway. 

 
Area and Sub-Area Personnel – It is envisioned that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC 
application could be designed to allow maintenance supervisors and equipment 
operators to view real-time road conditions while tracking equipment location and fleet 
usage to quickly determine where resources are needed, communicate with other areas 
and districts about conditions and resource sharing, and provide additional value-added 
information to KanRoad for enhanced traveler information. 
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 Kansas Highway Patrol: 

 
Senior Management – It is envisioned that senior KHP management should be able to 
utilize the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC to coordinate major incident and event activities 
across the state.  Policies that would address privacy concerns may need to be 
developed if the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC were to be used for enforcement activities 
across the state, including pursuits, drug interdictions, tracking of dangerous or illegal 
cargo, and for security related purposes.  Similar to KDOT management, when the 
Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC is utilized in a conference room/war room environment, it could 
become the focal point for situation monitoring and decision-making. 

 
Dispatchers – It is envisioned that dispatch personnel can utilize the Hybrid/Virtual SW 
TOMC application to view CCTV cameras situated at critical locations throughout the 
state and in the metro areas to monitor incidents or events that require the dispatching of 
KHP resources.  Dispatch personnel should be able to use the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC 
to view other road conditions and restrictions as they are updated by KDOT.  The 
Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC could assist KHP dispatchers with decisions on routing 
responders to incidents and with development of appropriate incident response.   

 
Troopers – Troopers are often the first individuals on the scene of an incident and are a 
trusted source of information for KDOT to make decisions on DMS messages and other 
types of responses that may be needed.  The Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC may also have 
the ability to track oversize and overweight (OS/OW) loads that may be proceeding 
towards physically restricted areas, which will require trooper interdiction.  Finally, the 
Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC could assist Troopers waiting for a KDOT support vehicle to 
know when that vehicle will be arriving at the site of the incident. 

 
Motorist Assist – It is envisioned that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC can direct Motorist 
Assist vehicles to accident scenes, disabled vehicles, or provide information that will 
allow for enhanced traffic management by Motorist Assist upstream of an accident.   

 
 Kansas Department of Emergency Management (including the Kansas Army National 

Guard): 
 
Senior Management – It is envisioned that senior KDEM management could utilize the 
Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC to coordinate emergency response activities across the state 
including status reporting as well as cost estimation and accumulation to support Federal 
reimbursements.   

 
State and Local Emergency Managers – It is envisioned that, through integration of data 
between Web EOC and the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC, emergency managers will be able 
to track KDOT field assets to coordinate resource allocations for optimal emergency 
response.   

 
Adjutant General’s Office (Kansas National Guard) – It is envisioned that, in times of 
emergency or crisis, the Adjutant General’s office could utilize the Hybrid/Virtual SW 
TOMC application in much the same way as KDOT, KHP and KDEM management in 
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order to get the big picture on major events taking place in Kansas and to coordinate 
resources responding to those events. 

 
There are also external users of the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC that will derive a benefit.  Some of 
those users and their roles are as follows: 
 

 Users of the Transportation System (Non-Commercial) – It is envisioned that the 
Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC would be used by KDOT to post messages to DMS located 
along major interstates and highways that will alert travelers of conditions ahead, 
alternate routes, travel times, or hotel availability in the event of a road closure.  At the 
same time, travelers would be able to access both web-based and telephone-based 
traveler information systems, including kiosks that are populated with KDOT KanRoad 
and Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC data.  Either through KanRoad or a public user interface 
for the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC, it is envisioned that images from KDOT CCTV cameras 
could be made available over the web or through the media so that the traveler can 
confirm what traffic or road conditions exist.   

 
 Commercial Vehicle Drivers – It is envisioned that commercial vehicle drivers, including 

interstate and local bus drivers, could benefit from the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC with 
improved notification of road conditions, incidents, or closures far enough in advance (at 
times even across the state and in adjacent states) so that alternate routes can be taken 
that can handle commercial vehicle traffic or the driver can go out-of-service if they are 
nearing their hour limit.  If a commercial vehicle is oversize/overweight or hazardous in 
nature, they could be notified through a Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC data delivery system of 
restrictions due to an event or construction taking place.  This data delivery could be 
through the use of DMS, calls to the trucking company dispatch service, or through 
tracking of the load using AVL.  A program called Highway Watch has been 
implemented to train commercial vehicle drivers to observe and report unusual 
conditions along the road.  It may be possible for some Highway Watch information to be 
integrated into the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC to assist KDOT with incident response.   

 
 Kansas Bureau of Investigation (KBI) – It is envisioned that Amber Alerts could be 

integrated with the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC traveler information systems.   
 

 Cities and Counties in Kansas – It is envisioned that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC could 
facilitate sharing of information with local agencies.  Where ITS infrastructure is 
available, local cities and county public works departments could use the Hybrid/Virtual 
SW TOMC to access CCTV cameras, RWIS information, road conditions, and road 
closure information in order to make more informed operational decisions.  If there is a 
KDOT route closure, the local agency may expect increased traffic on arterial routes and 
may desire to adjust signal timing to accommodate or assist with traffic control.  When 
coordination between the state and a city or county is needed for emergencies, the 
Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC application could act as an information resource for state and 
local officials.  If the local agency has ITS infrastructure, it could be desirable for the 
Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC to have access for KDOT users.   

 
 Adjacent States – It is envisioned that the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC could notify states 

adjacent to Kansas of major incidents, road closures, and severe or unusual road 
conditions.  These notifications could allow those states to post messages on DMS 
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regarding conditions in Kansas and post the information to other traveler information 
resources.  The same would be expected in return from those states so that Kansas can 
post the information on DMS and traveler information systems. 

 
 Commercial Broadcast Media – It is envisioned that when information is needed by the 

media regarding road conditions or major route closures, the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC 
could act as a resource by providing accurate, real-time information to be relayed to the 
public.  Any public information officer with access to the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC 
application should be able to provide the latest information. 
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Appendix C: Order of Operations 
 
Throughout the stakeholder involvement process conducted by the Project Team during this 
study, a theme arose related to the various ways that KDOT gets involved when an incident 
occurs on Kansas highways.  The result of the various discussions was that KDOT is contacted 
by multiple agencies and multiple personnel within those agencies who in turn are contacting 
multiple personnel within KDOT in order to obtain the proper resources to assist with incident 
management.  The result is that sometimes the wrong person is called, the correct person is 
called too late, the wrong resources are provided due to miscommunications, or multiple calls 
are being made for the same resources adding to the confusion.  The project team has 
documented that process in Figure C-1.   
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Figure C-1: Current Order of Operations when an Incident Occurs

Land Line Communications to KDOT

Radio Communications to KDOT by On-Scene Responders

For the most part, operations run smoothly in Kansas and the existing processes are producing 
acceptable results, but they can be inefficient and have pitfalls, especially when the typical 
KDOT contacts cannot be located or someone is not familiar with resources available, 
personnel expertise, who to call, or what resources are needed. 
 
Ideally this process of contacting KDOT should be simplified in order to encourage agencies to 
contact KDOT about incidents or events that may require assistance from KDOT personnel.  It 
is envisioned that once notified, the KDOT Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC user can post messages to 
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DMS and other traveler information systems to inform transportation system users of the event.  
Traveler information can be very time critical process that can alleviate congestion and 
secondary accidents, especially for road closures in rural areas where driver expectancy of 
congestion is low.  The Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC will also assist KDOT users with incident 
management in that the resources needed for incident clean up are dispatched promptly, which 
will lead to quicker incident clearance. 
 
Shown below in Figure C-2 is a representation of a future order of operations that envisions how 
a Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC could support a single point of contact for KDOT personnel that 
would in turn contact the appropriate KDOT forces to respond to the incident scene to assist 
with clean up and infrastructure repair.  Those KDOT personnel would also activate the 
Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC application in order to monitor the incident scene with cameras (if 
available), post messages to DMS, and contact interested parties in adjacent states and the 
media.  The KHP dispatchers would also have access to the Hybrid/Virtual SW TOMC 
application as needed. 

Figure C-2: Future Order of Operations when an Incident Occurs
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The Kansas Division of Emergency Management in the Adjutant General’s office is playing a 
large role in this study and will be one of the primary partners to KDOT in the implementation of 
a Statewide TOMC.  Shown below in Figure C-3 is an Order of Operations chart for a natural or 
man-made disaster that causes the KDEM Emergency Operations Center to be activated.  In 
this event, the KDEM EOC is the main hub of information and activity. 
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Figure C-3:  Order of Operations when a Large Natural or Manmade Disaster Occurs
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Appendix D: References 
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Kansas Statewide ITS Plan - KDOT, March 2000, Updated July 2002 
 
Wichita ITS Strategic Deployment Plan – KDOT, December 1998 
 
KDOT Website 

Staffing Requirements for the Nashville Regional Traffic Management Center - September 
2000, Tennessee Department of Transportation:  Position descriptions, cost estimates. 
 
Contract 106 K-9062-01 - Signed by KDOT: April 16, 2004 
 
Stakeholder Report – December 27, 2004:  Documented first round of stakeholder interviews 
and meetings.  This covered meetings and each district and supplementary meetings with 
KDOT and partner agency and organizations.   
 
Scanning Tour Report, Baton Rouge, LA – May 5, 2005: Documents stakeholder tour of EOC 
and TOC facilities in Baton Rouge Louisiana.   
 
Round #2 Stakeholder Meeting Results Technical Memorandum – May 18, 2005: Described 
results of second round of stakeholder meetings.  
 
Concept of Operations Report – Draft June 3, 2005: Documented 15 functional requirements 
that resulted from Stakeholder meetings. 
 
Report and Recommendation of Preferred Alternative – May 24, 2005: Describes the process of 
narrowing the preferred concept from four alternatives to the hybrid-virtual concept described in 
the Implementation Plan. 
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Appendix E: FHWA Interstate Closure Policy 
 

Order  
 

Subject 
EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION AND REPORTING PROCEDURES 

 
Classification Code Date Office of 

Primary 
Interest 

 
U.S. Department 
of Transportation 
Federal Highway 
Administration  

5181.1 July 13, 2001 HOTO-1
 

Par.  1.   What is the purpose of this Order?  
2. Does this Order cancel an existing FHWA directive?  
3. What is the authority for this Order?  
4. What is the Division Administrator's role?  
5. What is the Activation Information Management System?  
6. What are the criteria for reporting incidents?  
7. What are the general notification procedures to be followed by field office and 

Headquarters staff?  
8. What are the reporting procedures for " A " incidents?  
9. What are the reporting procedures for " A " incidents?  
10. What are the reporting procedures when the DOT Crisis Management Center is 

activated?  

  

1. What is the purpose of this Order?  This Order establishes a notification procedure to 
rapidly advise the Office of the Federal Highway Administrator, the Office of the 
Secretary of Transportation, the Office of Emergency Transportation, and the FHWA 
Regional Emergency Transportation Coordinators (RETCOs) of significant events 
affecting highway transportation, and to provide for follow-up reports, as appropriate.  
This Order applies to all significant events affecting highway transportation in the United 
States.        

2. Does this Order cancel an existing FHWA directive?  Yes.  FHWA Alert Bulletin 
Procedure (5180.1e) FHWA Order 5180.1E, FHWA Alert Bulletin Procedure, dated 
March 3, 1997, is canceled.  

3. What is the authority for this Order?  The authority for this Order is based in DOT 
Order 1900.9, DOT Emergency Management Policies and Programs, dated April 20, 
2000; and DOT Order 1910.8, Notifying the Office of the Secretary of Emergency 
Situations, dated August 22, 1991.  

4. What is the Division Administrator’s role?  
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a. DOT Order 1910.8 requires Modal Administrators to provide prompt initial 
notification and necessary follow-up information to OST regarding significant 
transportation-related incidents under their area of responsibility.  The DOT 
Order also states that timeliness of initial reports takes priority over the 
completeness of the information provided.  Initial reports should note that specific 
details are preliminary in nature or unknown, as appropriate.   

b. It is acknowledged that the FHWA relies on States and local agencies to report 
information regarding significant incidents. However, since it is extremely 
important that certain highway incidents be reported at the earliest possible time, 
this Order requires additional efforts on the part of Division offices to accelerate 
the reporting process.  Therefore, it is requested that Division Administrators 
develop written notification procedures that will ensure that Division Offices will 
be informed of incidents at the earliest possible time.  The written procedures 
should include:  

(1) a process for receiving reports of highway incidents (and obtaining additional 
details, if necessary) from the State departments of transportation, highway 
patrol, and/or emergency management agencies, as appropriate. Each 
Division will determine which State/local organization(s) will be the most 
appropriate for the task.  The criteria for reporting highway incidents should 
follow the guidelines in paragraph 6. The inclusion of a flow chart is 
recommended.   

(2)  the identification of points of contact (POC) at the appropriate State and/or 
local organizations that would be available during non-work hours.  Every 
effort should be made to establish a process for reporting incidents at the 
earliest possible time.  The main objective of being on a standby mode 
during non-work hours is to have the capability of informing the Secretary of 
the rarely occurring type "A" incidents (see paragraph 6) as soon as possible, 
any time of day or night.  The list of points of contacts at State/local levels 
should be kept up-to-date at all times.  Division Office personnel should be 
available to receive and submit incident reports based on the procedures 
established in paragraph 7.    

(3) a process for reporting the incident(s) to the Headquarters Emergency 
Coordinator (EC) or alternate in the order listed in the FHWA Emergency 
Coordinators Directory (under Operations CBU).  This Directory is updated 
monthly by Headquarters and transmitted electronically to all field offices.  
The process should follow the guidelines in paragraphs 7 through 10.   

(4) a working understanding with the FMCSA for reporting incidents described in 
paragraph 6.b.(4).  As an example, the FMCSA can provide copies of their 
motor carrier incident reports to the FHWA Division.  The FHWA Division 
would then decide which of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration 
(FMCSA) reports meet the FHWA criteria for reporting, and obtain additional 
information as necessary.  Consolidation of field reports by the two agencies 
would be coordinated at Headquarters.   
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c. The procedures described above should be established within 6 months after 
issuance of this Order; however, it is not necessary that Headquarters receive a 
copy of the procedures.   

 

5. What is the Activation Information Management (AIM) System?    

a. The DOT’s Activation Information Management (AIM) system is a Web-based 
emergency management information system that allows users throughout DOT 
to report and display the status of the Nation’s transportation systems and 
provide senior decision makers with a nationwide situational awareness.  The 
standard method of providing incident reports to Headquarters is by using AIM.  
This Order includes general procedures for using AIM.  Detailed procedures are 
described in the AIM User’s Guide, which was transmitted to field offices by a 
memorandum entitled Activation Information Management System (AIM):  User’s 
Guide, signed by Shelley Row on October 31, 2000.  

b. When reporting incidents via AIM, the FHWA field offices only need to use the 
following AIM components:  FHWA Alert Bulletins, Facility/System Reports, and 
the AIM mapping component.  

(1) The FHWA Alert Bulletins are used to report highway-related incidents that 
meet the definitions in paragraph 6 below.  FHWA Alert Bulletins are the 
standard format for reporting through AIM.  

(2) Facility/System reports will be used only when directed by Headquarters. 
Facility/System Reports usually apply to special events, such as national 
security emergencies and natural disasters, such as hurricanes.  This type of 
report will only be requested on those rare occasions when the DOT Crisis 
Management Center is activated.   

(3) The AIM mapping function is used to plot or locate an incident on an 
electronic map. Using the mapping function is optional, unless directed by 
Headquarters for a particular event.   

c. AIM training will be provided by Headquarters on a periodic basis.  See the 
simplified instructions on using AIM.     

 

6. What are the criteria for reporting incidents?  

In general, the professional judgment of the Division Office staff shall determine what 
emergencies are of sufficient importance to warrant notification to Headquarters.  Since 
an important or significant incident in one State may be different in another State, each 
Division Office should develop specific criteria that would be appropriate for their 
State. In general, the significant highway-related incidents meeting one or more of the 
following criteria should be reported. 
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a.   "A" type incidents are rare highway-related incidents of an impact or magnitude 
greatly exceeding any of the criteria described below; for example, a major 
earthquake that causes significant highway damage, a sudden major bridge or 
tunnel collapse that causes significant disruption to highway operations, or a 
terrorist incident involving a highway or FHWA facility.  These incidents would 
generate immediate widespread media or political interest.  "A" type incidents 
require notifying the Secretary immediately at any time of the day or night.  

b. "B" type incidents, although very significant, require notifying the Secretary as 
soon as possible, but during daylight hours (including weekends) only; for 
example:  

(1) significant disruption to highway operations resulting from natural disasters 
such as major floods or hurricanes.  These types of disasters are normally 
predicted or anticipated (contrary to an unexpected earthquake). 

(2) loss of life or serious injury of a prominent individual such as a member of 
Congress, senior Executive Branch or military official, diplomatic dignitary, or 
other major public figure. 

(3) any highway incident (i.e., multi-vehicle crash, highway/railroad grade 
crossing incident, bridge collapse, evacuation, border crossing related 
incident, etc.) that creates national media attention.  Note:  it is 
acknowledged that sometimes it will be difficult to determine initially that 
these types of incidents will create national media attention. 

(4) highway incidents involving motor carriers resulting in fire, explosion, or the 
release of hazardous materials that necessitate the evacuation of the 
immediate area. 

(5)   highway incidents involving the deaths of 10 or more people.   
(6) any chain-reaction incident where more than 20 vehicles are involved, 

regardless of the number of injuries, period of road closure, or national media 
interest. 

(7) any incident involving a school bus resulting in serious injuries or deaths to 
school children.  

(8) any incident that causes significant damage or closure over 8 hours to a 
major highway or bridge facility such as an Interstate or principal arterial 
road.  This does not apply to:  (1) media announced construction and 
maintenance work, and (2) typical weather-related closures due to commonly 
occurring snow storms, such as in the northwest States. 

7. What are the general notification procedures to be followed by field office and 
Headquarters staff?  

a. All highway incident reports should include the following information:  

(1) Source of the information (i.e., who prepared the report, date of report, and 
telephone number of the person who prepared the report). 
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(2) Description of the incident (what, where, when, and how). 
(3) Casualties (number of persons injured and killed). 
(4) Description of road damage, including planned repair work and estimated 

completion date. 
(5) Description of road closures including detours and estimated re-opening 

date. 
(6)  Description of impact on transportation operations. 
(7)  Description of what the Division office (if applicable) and State organizations 

are doing in the response effort. 

b. In general, follow-up reports (if applicable) shall be provided only as the situation 
changes, or when significant new information is received.  Based on Division 
Office established notification procedures, the appropriate State agency will 
notify the Division Office about the incident that has occurred.  The Division will 
prepare and submit a report to Headquarters based on the procedures in 
paragraphs 8, 9, and 10.     

c. Overall, the FHWA Headquarters Emergency Coordinator (or alternate) is 
responsible for ensuring that the following persons are notified every time an AIM 
field report is submitted:  

(1) Office of the Secretary of Transportation (OST):  the Chief of Staff, the 
Deputy Chief of Staff, and the Military Assistant. 

(2) Office of Emergency Transportation (OET) in the Research and Special 
Programs Administration:  the Deputy Director, the Operations Chief, the 
Manager for Crisis Management Programs, the Manager for Resource 
Management Programs, and the FHWA RETCOs. 

(3) Federal Highway Administration (FHWA):  the Administrator, Deputy 
Administrator, Executive Director, Deputy Executive Director, and their 
respective Special Assistants; Program Managers for the Operations, 
Infrastructure, and Safety CBUs; Director of the Office of Public Affairs; 
Director of the Office of Transportation Operations; Incident Management 
Coordinator (HOTM); and others (at the discretion of the FHWA Emergency 
Coordinator, such as FMCSA, etc.). 

8. What are the reporting procedures for "A" incidents?  
a. During working hours (7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., EST, Monday through Friday)  

(1) After Division offices determine that an incident is an "A" type, Division offices 
will immediately notify the Headquarters Emergency Coordinator (or 
alternate) by telephone (see paragraph 4.b.(3)), and prepare and submit a 
report via AIM.  FHWA senior staff will automatically be notified every time a 
Division submits an AIM report. 

(2) The Headquarters Emergency Coordinator will notify the Executive Director 
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(or in his/her absence, the Administrator) by telephone, and forward the 
Division Office report to the appropriate OST, OET, and FHWA officials, and 
ensure that the FHWA Executive Director and the Secretary’s Chief of Staff 
properly acknowledge the communication. 

b. During non-working hours  

(1) Division Offices shall immediately contact the FHWA Headquarters 
Emergency Coordinator (or alternate) at his/her residence at any time of day 
or night. The notification shall be followed by a Division AIM report within 6 
hours after the initial verbal report. 

(2) The FHWA Headquarters Emergency Coordinator (or alternate) shall 
immediately telephone the Executive Director (or in his/her absence, the 
Administrator) at his/her residence.  The FHWA Headquarters Emergency 
Coordinator (or alternate) shall also notify the Manager for Crisis 
Management Programs, Office of Emergency Transportation, at his/her 
residence. 

(3) Telephone notification to the Secretary’s Chief of Staff after working hours 
shall be at the discretion of the Federal Highway Administrator, Deputy 
Administrator, or Executive Director.  In the absence of the senior leadership 
mentioned above, the Headquarters Emergency Coordinator, or alternate, 
shall make the determination.  Notification to the Secretary’s Chief of Staff 
shall be made through the desk officer at the United States Coast Guard 
(USCG) at (202) 267-2100, or the FAA Operations Center at (202) 267-
3333.   

9. What are the reporting procedures for "B" incidents?  

a. During working hours (7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., EST, Monday through Friday)  

(1) After Division offices make a determination that an incident is a "B" type, 
Division offices shall immediately prepare and submit a report via AIM.  No 
followup telephone call to Headquarters is required. 

(2) The Headquarters Emergency Coordinator (or alternate) will forward the 
Division Office report to the appropriate OST, OET, and FHWA officials, and 
ensure that the FHWA Executive Director and the Secretary’s Chief of Staff 
properly acknowledge the communication. 

b.   During non-working hours  

(1) After weekday working hours or on weekends and holidays, Division Offices shall 
notify the FHWA Headquarters Emergency Coordinator (or alternate) at his/her 
residence, between 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. (EST) only.  The notification shall be 
followed by a Division AIM report at the earliest practical time.  
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(2)  The Headquarters Emergency Coordinator (or alternate) shall notify the Executive 
Director at his/her residence on weekends and holidays between 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 
p.m. only.  When, in the judgement of the FHWA Headquarters Emergency 
Coordinator (or alternate) receiving the information from the field official, the 
occurrence warrants the immediate attention of the Federal Highway Administrator, 
the Headquarters Emergency Coordinator (or alternate) shall telephone the 
Executive Director at his/her residence at any time.   

10.  What are the reporting procedures when the DOT Crisis Management Center is 
activated?  

a. Sometimes, the DOT Crisis Management Center (CMC) will be activated during 
an event (regardless of whether the event is an "A" or "B" type).  Division Offices 
will be notified in advance by e-mail (or by telephone to the Division Emergency 
Coordinator) about the CMC activation and about the reporting frequency to be 
used during the activation period.  If the CMC is activated, Division offices shall 
provide reports (through AIM) as requested by Headquarters, followed by a 
telephone call to the FHWA official at the CMC.  Telephone, fax, and e-mail 
information for the FHWA workstation at the CMC is included in the FHWA 
Emergency Coordinators Directory.  No procedural changes need to be made 
when the report is being submitted through AIM (the report will automatically 
reach the CMC).  

b. The FHWA official at the CMC will prepare a Situation Report for the CMC 
Operations Chief and keep the FHWA Executive 
Director informed.  

 

 

Christine M. Johnson, for
Vincent F. Schimmoller 

Deputy Executive Director  
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Appendix F: Development of TOMC Staffing and Training 
Requirements 
 
1.0 Introduction 
Transportation Management Centers (TMCs) are increasingly being used for traffic 
management across the nation. Accordingly, TMC staffing has become an important issue for 
the agencies who wants to operate their TMCs efficiently. Research is currently underway on 
staffing issues of a TMC.  The reports from these research efforts are available in public 
domain, such as the Internet.  
 
This document provides availability information for these resources and summarizes them for 
user reference. This document does not specifically address the various TMC staffing issues 
since they are covered very well in the referenced resources.  
  
2.0 TMC Operations Manual 
 

Nature of the report:  Draft handbook, 05/2005, Prepared by TMC Pooled Fund Study 
 

Availability: free, open to public at  
http://tmcpfs.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/cfprojects/uploaded_files/TMC-OpsManualDraft1.pdf 

 
Purpose (as stated in the report):  
The purpose of this report is to present a technical reference that provides guidance and 
recommend practices to assist in initiating, developing, maintaining, and using TMC 
Operations Manuals. An operations manual documents the policies, procedures, plans, 
and other support activities that are performed to achieve the mission, goals, and 
objectives of the agencies program or TMC. The development and use of an operations 
manual will ensure the consistent, appropriate, and reliable responses to similar traffic 
situations, environmental considerations, incidents, and other types of special events. 

 
Summary: 
This document is not a TMC Operations Manual, but it describes guidelines and 
recommendations for such a manual development. This report describes why a TMC      
operations manual should be developed, how to develop an effective manual and it 
provides a checklist of topics which expedite the development of a TMC operations 
manual. 

 
3.0 Guidelines for TMC Transportation Management Operations Technician Staff 

Development 
 

Nature of the report:  Published report, FHWA-OP-03-071, dated 12/2002, Prepared by 
TMC Pooled Fund Study for Federal Highway Administration 

 
Availability: free, open to public 
http://tmcpfs.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/cfprojects/uploaded_files/Guidelines%20for%20TMC%20
TMOT%20Staff%20Development.doc   
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Purpose (As stated in the report):  
The Guidelines for TMC Transportation Management Operations Technician Staff 
Development were written to assist operations and human resource personnel, 
engineers, supervisors, and managers in understanding the staffing needs of the TMC 
and developing an effective staff that will fully tap the potential benefits of the Intelligent 
Transportation Systems (ITS) deployed by a TMC. The focus is on defining the desired 
capabilities of a person or people required to accomplish the specific functions of a TMC. 
The TMOT Guidelines are intended for use by regional, state, and local transportation 
agencies and their contractors; specifically by those who need to write position 
descriptions, advertise, interview, hire, train and supervise TMC operations personnel. 
The requirements for TMC operations are presented in a series of matrices (Appendix B, 
TMOT Requirements Matrices) that link TMC functions and tasks to the knowledge skill 
and abilities required to complete the tasks. The matrices are both a practical tool for 
staff development, and an analytical tool for management and TMC designers.  

 
Summary: 
This document focuses on ‘front-line’ TMC Operators or technicians. This document 
does not provide guidelines involving maintenance or engineering support positions. 
This document describes in detail the relationships between TMC functions, operations 
personnel tasks, and the knowledge, skills, and abilities a person must possess to 
accomplish the required tasks. A training program for operations personnel is discussed. 
It classifies the operators into three levels: entry level, Full performance level and 
advanced level and describes the knowledge, skills, and abilities expected from operator 
in each of these levels. A comparison of the operations personnel positions to the 
federal job classification system is presented; the comparison provides insight into 
human resource considerations such as compensation requirements.  

 
Appendix B, TMOT Requirement Matrices describes the TMC function and relates the 
TMC tasks to knowledge skill and abilities, thus operators. 

 
4.0 TMC Operator Requirement and Position Descriptions 
 

Nature of the report:  Draft report, December 2004.  
Under Phase 1 of the project TMC Operator Requirements and Position Descriptions, 
the TMC Pooled-Fund Study set out to have a matrix developed relating operator 
knowledge, skill, and ability (KSA) requirements to TMC functions. The Phase 1 effort 
resulted in a document entitled Guidelines for TMC Transportation Management 
Operations Technician Staff Development (as discussed in the last chapter). Following 
the Phase 1 effort, it was determined that the information provided in the document 
would be more useful if developed into a software tool. This document is the result of the 
Phase 2 effort, TMC Operator Requirements and Position Descriptions project, and 
comes with a Software names TMCOps. 

 
Availability:  free, open to public 
http://tmcops.gtri.gatech.edu/backgrounddocs/tmcorpd/tmc_opreq_pds.pdf          
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Purpose (As stated in the report):  
The process and techniques identified in both TMC Operator Requirements and Position 
Descriptions and the automated tool can be used to support public agencies with 
different tasks. The tasks that can be supported could range from planning a TMC, 
designing a TMC, adding a function to a TMC, assessing workload for operators within 
the TMC, developing position descriptions, and assisting in developing a training 
program. The focus is on assisting practitioners with specific activities that agencies 
need to support or perform related to operators and the specific functions performed 
within a particular TMC. This document is intended for use by regional, state, and local 
transportation agencies and their contractors; particularly those who need to write 
position descriptions, advertise, interview, hire, train, and supervise TMC operations 
personnel.  
 
Summary: 
This documents and the supplement software describes an automated web-based tool 
that that can be used to write the position descriptions for staffs required at a TMC. This 
document describes TMC functions, discreet tasks for each of the TMC functions and 
level of Knowledge, Skill and Ability (KSA) level required to perform these KSAs.    

 
5.0 TMCOps, the transportation management operations technician position 

description creation tool 
 

Nature: dialogue-based online software. 
  
Availability:   Freeware 
http://tmcops.gtri.gatech.edu/dialog_home.php (accessed on 05/2005) 
 
Software description: 
This software automates the process of position description generation. It takes TMC 
functions, composite and discreet tasks as input and gives KSA lists, training program 
and KSA lists as output. A flowchart is shown below. Detailed description of the software 
can be found in the report “TMC Operator Requirements and Position Descriptions” 
described earlier.                                                     

 
6.0 Transportation Management Center Business Planning and Plans Handbook 
 

Nature of the report:  
Draft handbook, 1st Draft, dated 04/2005, Prepared by Booz Allen Hamilton Inc with 
Kimley-Horn and Associates for TMC Pooled Fund Study, Federal Highway 
Administration 
 
Availability: free, open to public 
http://tmcpfs.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/cfprojects/uploaded_files/TMC_BPG_All_Chapters_V4.doc  
 
Purpose (As stated in the report):  
The TMC Business Planning and Plans Handbook will provide TMC managers and 
transportation agency executives with a step-by-step guide to multi-year business 
planning using sound business planning techniques. It will also help managers to 
understand the realm of possible alternatives for structuring a TMC and the 
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management and operational implications of these alternatives. In essence, the TMC 
Handbook offers a “how-to” that focuses on evolving TMC functions, concepts, 
processes, and strategies and presents them within a business planning context. 
 
Summary: 
This document deals with TMC business plan elements, organizational structures, and 
management strategies. A range of potential TMC business model are discussed that 
can benefit a single agency TMC, a regional TMC or a statewide TMC. This document 
provides necessary tools to develop TMC vision, goals, financial plans, organizational 
and management structure. This document also features an implementation-updating-
maintaining life cycle for the business plan. The handbook exhibits many case studies to 
support its propositions.    

 
7.0  TMC Operations Policy Manual, Nashville Metropolitan Area, Tennessee 
 

Nature of the report: Draft manual, December 2002 
Prepared by PB Farradyne, PB Alltech, Inc., And Gresham Smith & Partners for 
Tennessee Department of Transportation 
 
Availability: free, open to public 
http://tmcpfs.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/cfprojects/uploaded_files/Nashville%20TMC%20Policy%2
0Manual%20-%20Revised%20-%2012-27-02.doc 
  
Purpose (As stated in the report):  
This document is a high-level gathering of operational policies that have been created 
and approved by the Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT) for the TDOT, 
Region 3 Transportation Management Center (TMC) serving the Nashville Metropolitan 
Area.   
 
All policies contained in this document have been reviewed and approved by TDOT 
management. This manual deals with global policy, more specific operational details can 
be found in the Operations Manual and also the MIST™ User’s Manual, these manuals 
contain specific Operational Procedures for daily operations, control of specific devices, 
etc. 
 
Summary: 
 
This manual as an example of a functional TMC’s manual, which has been approved by 
Tennessee Department of Transportation and being used in Region 3 Transportation 
Management Center (TMC) serving the Nashville Metropolitan Area. The manual gives 
important contact information, general policy, daily operation instruction, control system 
operation policy, maintenance policy, and operational concept.  

 
8.0  TMC Staffing and Scheduling for Day-to-Day Operation 
 

Nature of the report:  Draft Annotated Outline (May 2005), work-in-progress  
 

Availability:  free, open to public 
http://tmcpfs.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/cfprojects/new_detail.cfm?id=63&new=0 
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Purpose:  
The Transportation Management Center Staffing and Scheduling for Day-to-Day 
Operations technical document will provide managers, supervisors, human resources 
personnel, and private contractors who are responsible for TMC staffing and scheduling 
decisions with a reference that addresses the concepts, methods, processes, tasks, 
techniques, and other issues related to work analysis, scheduling, and staff planning.   
 
Summary: 
The technical document is not yet published.  
 
 

9.0 TMC Performance Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting Handbook 
Nature of the report:  work-in-progress (May 2005), some draft chapters available.  
 
Availability:  free, open to public 
http://tmcpfs.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/cfprojects/new_detail.cfm?id=62&new=0 
 
 Purpose:  
The purpose of this project is to achieve improved TMC performance monitoring, data 
management, evaluation and reporting practice, which will in turn, foster improved 
planning, design and performance management of TMC's. This project would build off 
the proposed NCHRP project on Freeway Performance Monitoring, Evaluation and 
Reporting. 
 
Summary: 
The technical document is not yet published.  
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Appendix G: Sample COTS Software Packages that Support Some 
TOMC Functions.   
 
The following information describes five commonly used COTS software packages that support 
some of the Kansas Statewide TOMC functions.  With the exception of a reference to Operation 
Green Light in the description of TranSuite, the information presented here is entirely from the 
software developer web sites.  It is present for information only with no recommendation as to 
which one, if any, would work best for the Kansas TOMC.   
 
Costs for these COTS packages are highly variable and depend on the type of license, the type 
an extent of support, the features desired and the amount of configuration and customization 
required to adapt the package for KDOT’s users and the 15 TOMC functions.   
 
Cameleon ITS by 360 Surveillance 
Information Source: 
http://www.360surveillance.com/productpage.php?userid=7cf01a26b9ef59c24bdc4d6a312e90de&pid=2 
 
360 Surveillance has a product called Cameleon ITS, an advanced ITS software featuring all 
the video control functionality of Cameleon Version 4 (described at chapter 6), plus configurable 
lane control and device drivers for dynamic message signs, detector stations, traffic control 
gates, signal heads, blank-out signs, and more. The features of Cameleon ITS are listed below: 
 

DMS Sign Control: Control DMS signs from different manufacturers through a single 
interface. Cameleon ITS advanced sign control includes message levels, message 
libraries, message broadcasting to multiple signs, permitted/excluded word lists, sign 
groups, and an XML interface to external systems. 
 
ITS Device Drivers: Device drivers are available for detector stations, traffic control 
gates, signal heads, blank-out signs and more. 
 
Lane Control Systems: Cameleon ITS provides built-in support for lane control 
systems such as reversible HOV lanes, counter flow systems, parking management 
systems, and congestion warning systems. 
 
NTCIP Support: Cameleon ITS supports NTCIP control of cameras and signs. 
 
Center-to-Center Functionality: Share resources with other jurisdictions; maintain 
complete control over the system. 
 
Hybrid IP/Analog Video: View and control IP and analog video simultaneously through 
a single interface. Cameleon ITS's state-of-the-art canvas technology allows the agency 
migrate gradually from existing analog video system into the era of IP video, without 
losing investment. 
 
Custom Windows: Cameleon ITS's multi-purpose custom windows allow to view live 
and archived video, load site maps, connect to and control remote PCs, or connect to 
the Internet via an integral browser window. 
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Fluid PTZ Control: Cameleon ITS's custom windows are live control pads. View video 
by dragging the camera icon to the custom window. Move the mouse over the window to 
pan and tilt the camera, or use the mouse wheel to zoom, focus, and adjust the iris. 
 
Device Gadgets: Device gadgets are located in the custom window's tool bar to provide 
the operator with easy access to a device's advanced controls, camera presets, patterns 
and auxiliaries. 
 
FTP Image Capture: Scriptable image capture allows the agency to capture live video 
and automatically upload the images to a Web host. Capture images on demand, 
according to a schedule, or in response to an alarm. 
 
External Display Control: Cameleon ITS provides operators with access to external 
monitors and monitor walls through simple drag-and-drop actions. Cameleon ITS also 
supports the virtual monitor wall, a large-format display that can display multiple video 
monitors. 
 
Archived Video: Archive video on network video recorders or DVRs. Use the same 
common interface to retrieve archived video, no matter what type of device it was 
recorded on. 
 
Multi-Vendor Support: Combine equipment from different manufacturers. Use 
Cameleon ITS's intuitive interface to configure and control them all. Custom-developed 
device drivers allow the agency to seamlessly integrate legacy equipment with new 
equipment. 
 
Scalability: Scale up by adding servers and clients as needed. Cameleon ITS supports 
client-server, client-multiple server and server-to-server architecture, allowing the client 
to share video with other users while protecting the sensitive parts of system 
configuration. 
 
Notebook Platforms: Set up a workstation as a complete mobile workstation. No 
special hardware is required to control ITS devices like dynamic message signs from 
any location that provides a network connection. 
 
Configurable Desktop: Customize the appearance of client workstations with 
Cameleon workspaces. Specify which windows are displayed, and their size, position, 
and content on individual or multiple workstations. Multiple monitor configurations are 
fully supported. 
 
Customizable Site Maps: Load site maps in any of several file formats and customize 
them with icons representing installed devices, alarms, and automated events. Create 
hyperlinks with controllable transparency to navigate to additional maps and named 
views. Or for small systems, use the device tree instead of a site map. 
 
Operator Security: Ensure system security through operator passwords and access 
privileges. Granular permissions enable the agency to restrict an operator's access to 
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each site map and device independently, as well as restricting access to a subset of a 
device's features. 
 
Priorities: Cameleon ITS's built-in arbitration system eliminates CCTV resource conflicts 
and allows operators to take exclusive control of specific devices. 
 
Advanced Automation: Cameleon ITS's powerful scripting language allows the agency 
to automate common tasks and ensure the correct conditions exist before a particular 
action takes place. Design scripts to perform tasks in response to user control, 
conditions within the system, access or alarm input, or according to a schedule.  

 
 
Virtual Transportation Operations Center (VTOC) by ADDCO 
Information Source: http://www.addcoinc.com/t_vtoc.htm 
 
The ADDCO Virtual Transportation Operations Center (VTOC) Software provides most benefits 
of a traditional traffic management center including providing operators access to full-color 
motion video, variable message signs, and a wide range of weather and traffic sensors. The 
VTOC allows multiple users from differing agencies to manage traffic.  Configuration information 
and capabilities of the VTOC follow: 
 

Hardware configuration needed for the VTOC system 
 

Servers: The Virtual Transportation Operations Center can scale from a single 
computer to an entire bank of servers depending on the number of devices and 
the number of users of the system. A typical server will have requirements 
approximately equal to dual 800 MHz Pentium III processors, 1 GB RAM, 18 GB 
HD space (RAID 5).  
 
Workstations: A typical VTOC workstation specification would be a 500 MHz 
Pentium- III PC with 128 MB of RAM. Disk requirements are less than 50 MB. 
Because the VTOC software was written in Java, the workstations can be any 
number of operating systems including Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT 
4.0, Windows 2000, Macintosh, Sun Solaris, and Linux. 
 
Networking & Communications: The Virtual Transportation Operations Center 
can use virtually any communications medium. One of the advantages to the 
VTOC is the fact that any communications method can be used to its fullest 
extent. If a low-bandwidth connection such as cellular or traditional telephone 
service communication is all that is available, the VTOC will function adequately. 
As higher bandwidth becomes available, the performance achieved will increase 
in a roughly linear manner. The VTOC software generally communicates using 
the CP/IP protocol, which means that there is almost no limit to the usage of any 
type of communication method. Previously, the Virtual Transportation operations 
Center has communicated with devices and users over CDPD, cellular, POTS 
modem, RS-232 serial, RS-422 serial, Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), Integrated 
Services Digital Network (ISDN), broadband cable TV coaxial cable, spread-
spectrum wireless radio, T-1 data lines, single-mode fiber optics, multimode fiber 
optics, 10 Base/T Ethernet, and 100 Base/T Ethernet. 
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Database Systems: The VTOC system can use any ODBC compliant database 
system including Oracle, Microsoft SQL, and Informix. Database platform 
decision will be based on customer preference and expertise. 
 
Operating Systems: The VTOC software is written in the Java programming 
language, and as such can be deployed on many different operating systems. All 
installations to date consist of Windows NT 4.0 or Windows 2000. 

 
Features of VTOC software 
 

Interface of VTOC software: The main screen of the VTOC software is divided 
into three sections or panes. 
 

• The Live Devices Pane provides operators with a graphical 
representation for each device showing what that device is currently 
doing. For example, the VMS display shows animating messages on the 
screen that exactly replicates the message displayed on the physical 
sign. CCTV images appear in the Live Devices Pane along with the pan, 
tilt, and zoom controls. 

 
• The Zones Pane provides a way for operators to group devices into 

meaningful collections. Devices can be placed into any number of groups 
and common groupings include: device location (geographic), agency 
responsibility, user preference, or some combination of these and other 
methods. 

 
• The Scenario Pane lists all relevant scenarios defined within the system. 

A scenario is a predetermined set of actions that will occur based on a 
specific event occurring at a specific location. In addition, the Highway 
Advisory Radio message will change and several cameras will pan into 
the direction of the incident to provide operators a better look at the traffic 
situation. 

 
Because of the virtual nature of the VTOC, operators using the system remotely, 
either over a modem or over the Internet, have the same functionality and 
usability as users that are located in a TMC or TOC. 
 
Expandability: An ADDCO Device Driver (ADD) handles all communication with 
a given device. Whether it is a traffic sensor, weather sensor, Highway Advisory 
Radio, VMS, or other device type, VTOC allows the agency to fully control each 
device over any conceivable communication system. ADD’s can be developed at 
anytime, and once new ADD’s are installed, the system automatically turn-on the 
newly installed features. 
 
Modular Enhancements: VTOC’s modular drivers allow enhancements that 
does not interfere the remainder of the software. Also turning on features means 
operators only see features they need. 
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Accessible to Anyone: VTOC is Java-based and can run over the Internet. This 
helps VTOC bridge interagency issues and allows collaboration on a problem 
common to states, counties and cities alike. 
 
Supports Unattended Operation: VTOC can monitor and react to changing 
traffic conditions without any human intervention. 
 
Reduced Training: Consistent interface for medium cities, work zones, special 
events. 
 
System security: At the very heart of the Virtual Transportation Operations 
Center are Internet technologies. Because of this, the ramifications of connecting 
the VTOC system to the Internet have been well thought through and the security 
provided is among the strongest commercially available. In addition to securing 
transmissions, the VTOC allows system administrators to restrict user ability to 
perform many different actions. Actions such as changing DMS, creating new 
users, purging log files, modifying device configurations, moving a camera, and 
blocking video feeds are all items that are subject to the system security policy. 
 
Long-term support upgrades: ADDCO can provide an inclusive maintenance 
contract that includes software and hardware upgrades to the VTOC system. 
This contract will provide each customer the latest software as it becomes 
available along with computer hardware upgrades as they are necessary. 
ADDCO also has a 24-hour per day, 365 day per year telephone customer 
support available. 

 
 
SystemView by ITERIS 
Information Source: http://www.iteris.com/ts/software/systemview.html 
 
SystemView is an Integrated Management System that allows local and regional transportation 
management agencies to monitor and control traffic signal settings video cameras, dynamic 
message signs, and provides access to congestion information for local arterials and freeways. 
A Graphical User Interface (GUI) allows the operator to view data and devices in a geo-specific 
representation. A Traveler Information Module provides Web Site, Community- Access 
Television (CATV), Kiosk and Electronic Message Sign interfaces for dissemination of traffic 
information to the public. Data sources can include local transportation management centers 
(arterial and freeway), public safety agencies, local event generators, and other regional data 
sources. SystemView has been interfaced to a wide variety of signal systems, video cameras, 
video switchers, and freeway sensors for both data retrieval and device control. Information and 
control is presented to operators in an intuitive, graphical environment and is customizable to 
meet local needs. 
 
The key features of SystemView are ease of use, flexibility, and cost effective implementation. 
The graphical / integrated nature of the system makes it easy and intuitive to use. An electronic, 
GIS-based map of the project area is displayed at startup, giving real-time roadway information 
and convenient point and click access to critical functionality such as CCTV, signs, signal 
system, and incident management. 
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Features of SystemView:  
 

• An easy-to-use Graphical User Interface (GUI) that allows operators to view traffic data 
and devices in a geo-specific representation of an agency's traffic network. The 
graphical/integrated nature of the system makes it easy and intuitive to use. 

 
• A GIS-based map of the project area is displayed at startup, giving real-time roadway 

network information. Convenient point and click access is provided to critical functionality 
for subsystems such as CCTV, electronic signs, traffic signal systems, and incident 
management.  

 
• A traveler information module provides Web Site, Community Access Television (CATV), 

Kiosk, and Electronic Message Sign interfaces for dissemination of traffic information to 
the public.  

 
• Data sources can include information from other transportation management centers 

(arterial and freeway), police, public safety agencies, local event generators, and other 
regional data sources.  

 
• An asset management module provides a convenient tool to monitor and manage an 

agency's traffic infrastructure. Available system fiber, splice vault details, cabinet details, 
system diagrams, and maintenance logs are just some of the many subsystems that can 
be maintained under a GIS-based environment.  

 
• SystemView is built on a client-server architecture that is modular for scalability and 

interoperability. Data and messages are managed and distributed using a publish-and-
subscribe methodology enabling real-time data and status updates to all workstations 
with a minimum of network traffic and with high reliability.  

 
• SystemView™ provides visual status of subsystem availability, and can automatically 

detect and correct a variety of system failures. A system status and actions log is 
maintained for user retrieval and maintenance.  

 
SystemView Functions:  
 

Device Control  

• CCTV/Video Detection Integration  
• DMS Control Integration  

TrafficView  

• Signal System Integration  
• Real-Time Data  
• AVL Integration  

InfoDisplay  
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• Asset/GIS Integration  
• Incident Management  

Asset/Security Management  

• Asset Area Views  
• Security Management Interface  

InfoDelivery  

• Internet and Cable TV Integration  
• Familiar Browser-Like Design  
• Common Application Platform for Unique Subsystems  
• Open System Architecture Design  
• Integration of Common Agency Functions  

Integrated Workstation  
 

• GIS Based Mapping 
• Pre-Defined Zone Displays 
• Signal Controller Monitoring / Control 
• AB3418 Signal System Protocol 
• Video Switch and Camera Control / Viewing 
• Large Screen Display control 
• Roadway Congestion / Speed Monitoring 
• User Definable Parameter 

 
Incident Management 
 

• User Definable Response Plans 
• Inter-Agency Publish / Subscribe 
• Emergency Vehicle Monitoring 

 
Advanced Traveler Information System 
 

• Internet Traffic Map 
• CATV Dissemination 
• Kiosk / Outdoor Displays 
• Highway Advisory Radio 
• Dynamic Message Signs 

 
SystemView is built on client-serve architecture and is highly modularized for scalability 
and interoperability. Data and messages are managed and distributed using a publish-
and-subscribe methodology enabling real-time data and status updates to all 
workstations with a minimum of network traffic and high reliability. SystemView provides 
visual status of system availability, and can automatically detect and correct a large 
variety of system failures. A log of system status and actions taken is also maintained. 
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MIST® 4 by PB FARRADYNE 

Information Source: http://www.pbfi.com/products/mist4/CTMIST4.htm 
 
Management Information System for Transportation (MIST®) software by PB Farradyne is 
another ready-to-use product for managing traffic signal control and freeway systems. This 
system has been used in more than 60 freeway, signal or “specialty” systems across the nation. 
The features of MIST®) software are as follows: 
 

An Integrated Transportation Management Software Platform 
 
MIST® Version 4 is a Advanced Transportation Management System (ATMS) software 
product that integrates management of all field devices, including traffic signal 
controllers, CCTV cameras, dynamic message signs, traffic detectors, and others, into a 
single software platform. This unified system has on comprehensive database and one 
consistent Graphical User Interface.  
 
A COTS Product, Easily Maintained and Upgraded 
 
MIST® Version 4 is deployable as “commercial, off-the-shelf” software, with all features 
and functions available. If a system includes field hardware and firmware for which 
MIST® Version 4 device drivers already exist, no source code modification is needed to 
activate features or add devices. This minimizes costs, reduces integration risks and 
compresses the delivery schedule.  
 
Open Architecture, Standards Allow Interoperability  
 
MIST® Version 4 uses open architecture concepts for maximum flexibility and scalability. 
PB Farradyne provides a large library of field device communications drivers for multiple 
vendors, and makes new drivers available to clients. MIST® Version 4 is fully compliant 
with and utilizes national ITS standards such as the National Transportation 
Communications for ITS Protocol (NTCIP). This combination of open architecture and 
standards compliance means MIST® Version 4 can be fully interoperable with other 
systems within a jurisdiction or in other jurisdictions. The software uses national 
standards, with CORBA and DATEX interfaces, which implies MIST® Version 4 can tie 
together individual Transportation Management Centers (TMCs) into a regionally 
integrated, even a statewide, ATMS.  
 
Maintenance Module Optimizes Resource Control  
 
The MIST® Version 4 Maintenance Module manages trouble calls, equipment 
inventories, repair histories, and spare parts. From these data, MIST® Version 4 
provides information on open trouble calls, inventory at a particular site, tracking of 
hardware deployments, and statistical measures, such as mean-time between-failure, to 
support management decisions. 
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Traffic Signal Control Features  
 
MIST® Version 4 features the ability to communicate with a variety of different signal 
controller hardware and firmware, including NEMA, 170, and 2070 type controllers. 
MIST® Version 4 manages signals that are operating in the fixed time, actuated, or 
traffic responsive modes. It contains an interactive time-space diagram feature. It 
implements 1.5 generation signal control, including an automated interface to a signal 
timing optimization program to develop new timing plans using the traffic detector data 
collected and stored by the system.  
 
MIST® Version 4 provides adaptive signal control through incorporation of the Real Time 
- Traffic Adaptive Control System (RT-TRACS) which was originally developed by PB 
Farradyne for the FHWA. RT-TRACS adapts to fluctuating traffic conditions as they 
occur through a real-time optimization algorithm that makes minor adjustments to signal 
timing parameters on a phase-by-phase and cycle-by-cycle basis. Being scalable, 
MIST® Version 4 manages small systems as well as large systems.  
 
Freeway Management Features  
 
MIST® Version 4 provides a wide variety of functionality to enable operators to 
effectively and efficiently manage freeway traffic. Primary functionality includes control 
and management of dynamic message signs (DMS), CCTV cameras, and highway 
advisory radio (HAR) stations. Additional functions such as ramp metering control are 
available. It also includes monitoring of traffic and roadway conditions by assembling 
and managing data supplied by a variety of different vehicle and roadway condition 
detector types. MIST® Version 4 automatically activates pre-stored incident response 
plans, including DMS and HAR messages, depending upon the location and severity of 
an incident.  
 
CCTV Monitoring and Control: 
 
MIST® supports both analog and digital (IP-based) video. Both analog and digital video 
can be supported at the same time. Analog video is typically handled with hardware 
video matrix switch and PTZ control. MIST® currently supports Vicon, American 
Dynamics, Phillips/Burle and Javelin Quest video switches, others can be added. Digital 
video is typically a video stream in one or more standard formats (e.g., MJPEG or 
MPEG). MIST® currently supports the Axis Video Server and the MJPEG format, other 
stream formats (MPEG2 and 4) can be added. The CCTV module of MIST® functions as 
a switch and a Pan/Tilt/Zoom controller. Any camera's video can be viewed on any 
workstation. Up to 8 cameras can be viewed on a single workstation based on available 
system resources and network bandwidth 

 
 
TransSuite ITS Products by TransCore 
Information Source: http://www.transcore.com/markets/advanced_traffic_management.htm 
 
TransSuite is an integrated family of transportation management software products designed to 
meet ITS needs in a common architecture. Each workstation can access all system functions 
with customized security levels for each user. Functional servers on the network provide system 
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capabilities required for each application. TransSuite is being procured by the Mid-America 
Regional Council for use on the Operation Green Light traffic signal system project in Kansas 
City.  The features of TransSuite modular family of software are listed below: 
 

Standards Based: TransSuite is NTCIP Compliant and also fully integrated with 
Microsoft standards for interface, network, database, and real-time controls.  
 
System Component: The TransSuite framework provides users with fully integrated 
modules for each area of ITS services including traffic signal controllers, freeway 
management data collection, ramp metering, Dynamic Message Signs, CCTV controls 
and display management, incident management and response, and center-to-center 
interface. 
 
Integrated Graphical Interface: TransSuite offers a flexible user interface that displays 
real time graphical information for all system components and is integrated with the 
control interface to facilitate system navigation and management. The interface includes 
a GIS-based dynamic map interface with full ESRI support. The map can incorporate 
either commercially developed map data, or the client agencies map data base. The 
interface also includes a fully windows compatible graphics display tool which allows 
customized display of data using high resolution dynamic displays overlaid on any 
compatible image file including maps, schematics, CADD drawings, and aerial photos. 
 
Traffic Control Systems: The TransSuite TCS module offers signal control with 
windows interface standards. TransSuite TCS is fully PC-based and offers full NTCIP 
support for controllers while retaining legacy controller support, providing standards-
compliant options for new installations. 
 
Traveler Information System (TIS): TransSuite TIS module controls both HAR and 
VMS, with full NTCIP support for signs. The TIS module includes WYSIWYG sign 
interface, sign message scheduling, library management, and system logs. TransSuite 
Supports communication systems based on fiber, twisted pair, wireless network 
including cellular, and dial-up. 
 
Video Control System (VCS): TransSuite offers a number of VCS options, including 
proprietary CCTV systems. The module has a premium option which offers multi-level 
switching user priority and digital video transmission support.  
 
Freeway Management System (FMS): Our FMS component manages freeway 
operations through detector data collection, logging and display; automated incident 
detection and reporting; and real-time travel time calculation for traveler information. 
Using incident management options, a system operator can personally respond to an 
incident detected by the FMS, or the system can monitor and manage the system 
unattended. 
 
Incident Management System (IMS): The incident management element of TransSuite 
monitors incidents automatically detected by the FMS or manually entered by system 
users. Active and closed incidents and planned events are tracked, and responses and 
actions associated with each incident are logged. Incident information can be tagged for 
broadcast to traveler information outlets and media. 




